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This dissertation applies the life course framework to understanding gender 

differences in the connection between academic performance and mental health. The 

premise for this study is based on the paradox that girls perform better in school but 

get less of a boost to their sense of well being from their achievement relative to boys. 

The life course perspective focuses both on how different pathways, such as 

academics and mental health, intertwine and the need to study important transitions, 

such as the transition from adolescence to young adulthood. This research addresses 

this transition by considering the consequences of the gender paradox on college 

enrollment and persistence. The quantitative analyses utilize Waves I, II, and III of 

the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health). Results indicate 

that academic performance and depression were positively correlated for girls and 

negatively correlated for boys. Adolescent gender differences in depression are driven 

by the high achieving segment of the student population because girls tend to get less 
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of a mental health boost from earning good grades across the board.  This is 

especially pronounced in high school. The end result is a slight chipping away at the 

well-documented advantages girls have in postsecondary education. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

The study of gender differences in adolescence is rich with paradox. For 

example, the early onset of puberty has negative social and academic consequences 

for girls, including body image disturbances, lower academic success, and conduct 

problems in schools. Boys, however, experience this transition much less negatively 

and maybe even positively (Caspi et al.1995). Another example concerns the 

tendency for girls to earn higher grades, higher class ranks, and more school honors 

than boys. The extensive empirical evidence on the positive association between 

educational success and mental health would thus suggest that girls should also report 

higher levels of mental health. Yet, in reality, girls report lower levels of mental 

health than boys.   

This dissertation explores this gender paradox concerning the association 

between academic achievement and mental health by bridging two important 

literatures on adolescence – research on education and research on mental health – 

using a life course framework (Elder 1998). The life course perspective argues that 

different trajectories of development intersect across different contexts, be they 

proximate contexts defined by institutions and organizations (e.g., schools) or the 

more distal contexts defined by social structures and stratification systems (e.g., 

gender). This perspective is sensitive to the longitudinal nature and interwoven 

trajectories of human development across important transitions and contexts that 

result in variations across adult positions (Sampson and Laub 1992).  As such, it is 

appropriate for studying gender differences in the connection between education and 

mental health. Applied to this particular study, the life course framework suggests 
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that the education/mental health gender paradox exists because two key 

developmental trajectories of the early life course, academic achievement and socio-

emotional functioning, vary across an important cultural and demographic context of 

American society: gender. This dissertation explores this possibility by pursuing three 

general aims.  

The first aim of this dissertation is to determine if the education/mental health 

gender paradox does actually exist and, if so, under what conditions. Evidence 

suggests that the associations between psychological well-being and certain aspects of 

educational functioning, such as school attachment, are weaker among girls (Johnson, 

Crosnoe, and Thaden 2006). The purpose of this aim is to verify if a similar pattern 

extends to mental health and graded achievement and then to identify the critical 

periods of schooling and domains of mental health in which it is most pronounced. 

For example, an association between academic performance and mental health may 

be stronger for girls in earlier grades prior to the intensification of other social 

pressures after the onset of puberty. Additionally, the paradox may only appear to 

exist because of how mental health is conceptualized and operationalized in past 

research. Ample evidence suggests, for example, that using an internalized measure 

of mental health primarily taps female experiences while an externalized measure 

taps male experiences (Aneshensel, Rutter, and Lachenbruch 1991). Therefore, 

conceptualizing mental health as an internalized phenomenon would necessarily slant 

the evidence base towards finding more effects among girls. Consequently, I will 

examine gender differences in the associations of academic achievement with 

depression and delinquency across various grade levels of secondary school.  
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Here, I should note that this dissertation is working on the assumption that 

academic performance affects well-being. This argument is based on the vast 

literature on the association between educational attainment and mental health among 

adults. Because the measures for academic performance and well-being were 

recorded at the same time, however, adjudicating casual ordering is beyond the scope 

of this study.  As a result, what I am really studying is the coupling of academic 

achievement and mental health patterns in the same person and in the same groups of 

people (defined by gender). 

The second aim of this dissertation is to identify a mechanism for this 

education/mental health gender paradox; specifically, to determine whether different 

patterns of information processing explain why girls get less of a boost from doing 

well in school than boys. One approach, attribution theory, posits that the association 

between education and mental health depends on an individual’s attribution 

orientation. This research indicates that girls do better in school but benefit less from 

this success because they attribute their success to forces outside of themselves, 

reflecting a self-blaming orientation. Boys tend to suffer less (in psychological terms 

at least) from lower performance due to a self-defending orientation. An alternative 

approach, control theory, suggests that the association between education and mental 

health will not vary by gender but may be explained by an individual’s level of self-

perceived control over her/his circumstances. This dissertation attempts to adjudicate 

between these two information processing mechanisms.  

The third aim of this dissertation is to look at the long-term consequences of 

this education/mental health gender paradox; specifically, to explore its link to an 
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important young adulthood transition: post-secondary education. Currently, girls have 

higher rates of college matriculation and graduation than boys (Buchmann and 

DiPrete 2006).  Yet, given what is already known about their depression, an important 

question to ask is: could girls be enrolling and persisting in college at even higher 

rates were it not for their higher levels of depression? In other words, I will examine 

the extent to which gender differences in the association between academic 

achievement and mental health problems reduces some of girls' academic 

performance advantages in college enrollment  

and graduation. 

The data used to test these aims is the public-use version of the National 

Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health). Add Health is an ongoing 

study of a nationally representative sample of U.S. adolescents in grades 7-12 during 

the 1994-95 school year. Multi-level modeling strategies are used to test each aim.  

In pursuing these aims, this dissertation makes a valuable contribution to 

research on adolescence, mental health, and education on several fronts. 

Conceptually, it links two related areas of inquiry through a life course perspective 

and investigates the consequences of adolescent trajectories for young adult life 

outcomes. Methodologically, the study connects life course theory with a data source 

that combines school information and mental health information. From an applied 

standpoint, a more nuanced understanding of how girls and boys may experience 

academic achievement differently provides a richer context for decision making and 

adoption of intervention strategies or programs that have direct consequences for 

schools and students. Together, these features allow for a theoretically grounded 
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investigation of how education may differentially impact the mental health of girls 

and boys during a critical developmental stage.  
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

The education and mental health literatures link more positive educational 

experiences to better mental health (Kessler 1982; Mirowsky and Ross 2003; Ross 

and Van Willigen 1997; Ross and Wu 1995). Specifically, studies document an 

inverse association between markers of educational progress and depression, with 

depression overrepresented among adults with less education (Adler et al. 1994; 

Dohrenwend et al. 1992; Miech and Shanahan 2000). This research is typically based 

on a human capital perspective viewing education as an investment that builds an 

individual’s knowledge and skills and, in the process, results in more productivity 

(Becker 1964; Schultz 1961). This traditional economic perspective can be expanded 

to acknowledge that education affects more than productivity and status attainment. 

Education provides individuals with skills and abilities that ultimately affect well-

being (Mirowsky and Ross 2003; Reynolds and Ross 1998). Reynolds and Ross 

(1998: 225) argue that “If the reason to study jobs and income is that they affect 

subjective quality of life…it is useful to study subjective quality of life directly.”  

Focusing on Adolescents 

Connecting the education and mental health literatures in sociology and other 

literatures can also illuminate the gender-specific experiences of adolescents. School 

is an important institutional and social context for adolescents (Goodman et al. 2003; 

Harris, Duncan, and Boisjoly 2002) in which gender differences in the association 

between academic achievement and mental health are likely to emerge. Given the 

connection between educational attainment and mental health, any demonstrated 
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differences in academic achievement—a primary building block of educational 

attainment—imply corresponding differences in mental health during adolescence.  

Minimal research has been conducted in the specific area focusing on the link 

between academic performance and health-related, especially mental health-related, 

issues in adolescence. Studies that do focus on this specific link find that the 

association between academic performance and health-related behaviors is context-

specific but also that higher academic performance can be a protective factor for 

health (Crosnoe 2002; Crosnoe and Muller 2004). Other studies using nationally 

representative data on American youth have reported that poor mental health is 

associated with lower academic achievement (Needham, Crosnoe, and Muller 2004). 

Smaller-scale studies have replicated this association between poor mental health and 

lower academic achievement (Field, Diego and Sanders 2001; Wolfe 1985). Yet, 

more needs to be known, and, indeed, adolescent researchers have argued for more 

study of how academic performance and mental health are connected (Furstenberg 

2000). 

The current education literature clearly documents that girls outperform boys 

academically, in contrast to the highly publicized report by the American Association 

of University Women (1992) that reported that schools shortchange girls. Among 

other things, this report concluded that girls receive significantly less attention from 

classroom teachers than do boys; girls have fewer interactions with teachers than 

boys; teaching methods that foster competition are still standard and benefit boys; and 

girls who are highly competent in math and science are much less likely to pursue 

scientific or technological careers than are their male classmates. The report cited the 
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lack of teacher support for girls pursuing careers in these fields as one possible 

explanation for this gap. 

Numerous follow-up studies, however, document that girls hold a significant 

advantage on most educational outcomes (Bleuer and Walz 2002). In fact, a broad 

base of research indicates that girls now outperform boys in terms of grades, class 

rank, and honors received (Kleinfeld 1998). Riordan (1998), for example, studied the 

gender gap in academic achievement using data from the National Longitudinal Study 

(NLS), the High School and Beyond Study (HS&B), and the National Education 

Longitudinal Study (NELS). He found that, as a whole, boys are not doing well in 

school. This research shows that boys are more likely to be identified for learning 

disability services, less likely to stay in school, and less likely to attend and graduate 

from college.  

More recent studies confirm girls’ increasing advantage over boys in terms of 

educational attainment. In 1960, men earned 65% of all Bachelors degrees. By 1982, 

Bachelor’s degrees were evenly distributed between men and women. By 2004, 

women earned 58% of Bachelor's degrees (Buchmann and DiPrete 2006). 

Researchers partly attribute this reversal to the fact that the rate of return for higher 

education during this time period has risen faster for women compared to men 

(DiPrete and Buchmann 2006).  

The picture presented by this research challenges commonly held ideas of 

schools “cheating” girls. This research could indicate that the educational system 

advantages girls (Sommers 2000). At a minimum, it suggests girls do well in spite of 

policies or procedures that advantage boys.  
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Another conclusion could be drawn from this research. Specifically, if 

academic achievement and mental health tend to be inversely associated with each 

other, boys, rather than girls, should report poorer mental health outcomes based on 

the association. Yet, empirical evidence on gender differences in mental health points 

to something else entirely (Rosenfield 2000). Research examining gender differences 

in mental health indicates that women experience higher rates of depression 

compared to men (Turner and Turner 1999) and that these gender differences emerge 

in early adolescence (Barrett and White 2002; Nolen-Hoeksema 2001; Rosenfield, 

Vertefuille, and Mcalpine 2000; Sorenson, Rutter, and Aneshensel 1991; Turner and 

Lloyd 1995; Waller et al. 2006).  

The simplest explanation for this paradox is that the connection between 

academic achievement and mental health differs by gender in adolescence, with girls 

getting less of a mental health boost from academic success than boys. In other 

words, boys do not do as well but get more from what they do, so that they 

experience better mental health. Testing this explanation is the first objective of this 

dissertation and should be of interest to policy makers as well as practitioners looking 

for interventions to improve mental health and academic performance. Efforts to 

improve youth’s self-esteem through academic support would benefit from 

understanding the process of how boys and girls experience academic achievement 

differently.  

Several explanations for how and why boys and girls might experience 

academic achievement (or failure) in different ways are plausible. A developmental 

argument is one example. Research has documented that the period of early 
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adolescence is marked by rapid biological, cognitive, and social-emotional changes 

(Furstenberg 2000; Roeser, Eccles, and Sameroff 2000). Girls often experience the 

transition to early adolescence more negatively than boys, with ample evidence 

demonstrating that self-esteem and body image decline while depressive symptoms 

increase for girls during this developmental period (Brooks et al. 2002; Petersen and 

Crockett 1989; Simmons et al. 1987). Ge and colleagues (2001) found similar results 

using the Add Health data set. This study found that early pubertal growth was 

associated with decreased self-esteem and increased depression for girls because of 

increased weight gain. For boys, early maturation was advantageous because it added 

height and muscle, attributes valued among peers. 

A variety of studies offer possible explanations related to developmental 

issues that could account for the decline in girls’ sense of well-being compared to 

boys during this stage of the life course. As already noted, girls experience puberty 

earlier and more negatively than boys (Davila et al. 2004; Eccles 1999; Ge et al. 

2001), and the onset of puberty for girls is often accompanied by negative social and 

academic consequences (Caspi et al. 1995; Cavanagh, Riegle-Crumb, and Crosnoe 

2007; Eccles 1999). Late-maturing girls show the highest academic achievement 

(Dubas, Graber, and Petersen 1991), while earlier pubertal development is associated 

with increased delinquency for girls (Haynie 2003), which is an academic risk factor.  

Peers and social status also gain importance during this development period as 

children seek independence from their parents. Avenues for attaining social status 

change during this period and are increasingly differentiated by gender. Boys seek 

status through academic achievement and athletics whereas girls turn to achieving 
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status through relationships with peers (Beckar and Luthar 2007; Cyranowski et al. 

2000). These relationships are defined by more arbitrary norms and values than the 

avenues boys choose for status attainment and result in less focus on academics and 

more self-doubt for girls (Eder 1985 and Kuperminc et al. 1997; Giordano 2003).  

Other developmental factors are relevant to the mental health gender gap in 

adolescence. Chodorow (1978) posits that establishing a separate identity is one of 

the primary psychological goals in adolescence and that achieving individuation and 

autonomy involves different processes for boys and girls that often intensify gender 

identities. Gender identity formation, while beginning very early, continues during 

the period of adolescence and reaches a maximum in later high school years (Horwitz 

and White 1987). This process of individuation includes renegotiating parent-child 

boundaries (Crosnoe 2000; McNeely, Nonnemaker, and Blum 2002) in ways that 

penalize girls and reward boys through gender intensification. For example, seeking 

independence is viewed as developmentally appropriate for boys but may be viewed 

as rebellious for girls (Barrett and White 2002). Gender intensification also parallels 

physical changes that occur during this time that cause girls and boys, as well as their 

parents, to begin viewing themselves more as women and men and responding with 

more gender stereotyped expectations (Brown and Gilligan 1992). 

Studies consistently find that girls experience this transitional period 

differently and more negatively than boys and that these differences appear to have 

long-term consequences (Leadbeter et al. 1995). Understanding the gender paradox in 

education and mental health requires consideration of the timing and intersection of 

other developmental trajectories, defined by age and pubertal status. Part of the first 
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aim of this dissertation, therefore, is to determine whether gender differences in the 

consequences of academic achievement for mental health vary according to 

developmental markers.  

Another possibility is that this gender paradox does not exist but is instead an 

artifact of how mental health measures are conceptualized and operationalized. For 

example, the bulk of the literature on education and mental health has focused on 

internalized measures of mental health, such as depression, rather than externalized 

measures, such as anger. This emphasis could be misleading because of evidence 

organized by the functional equivalent hypothesis contending that men and women 

have different styles of expressing distress. Studies indicate that female styles involve 

the internalization of distress and that male styles involve acting out behaviors 

(Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend 1976; Miller and Eisenberg 1988; Rosenfield 1999a; 

Rosenfield, Lennon, and White 2005). Measuring mental health through internalized 

psychological distress symptoms ignores the possibility that males and females 

demonstrate psychological distress in different ways (Aneshensel, Rutter, and 

Lachenbruch 1991). Umberson and colleagues (2002: 190) suggest that using typical 

measures of mental health (i.e., depression) underestimates “psychological upset in 

social groups that are likely to express upset in ways other than depressive 

symptom(s)”. Numerous researchers argue that other more externalized behaviors, 

such as aggression, anger, or violence may also be an expression of psychological 

distress (Schieman 2000; Umberson et al. 2002).  

Additionally, these gender differences in the expression of distress emerge 

and continue through adolescence. Internalizing problems increase in adolescent girls 
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at rates that exceed those for boys, and boys exceed girls in rates of externalizing 

problems throughout adolescence (Angold and Costello 1995; Avison and McAlpine 

1992; Rosenfield et al. 2000; Zahn-Waxler, 1993). Applying this assertion to the 

topic of this dissertation suggests that academically low achieving boys might also 

display psychological distress at similar levels as academically low achieving girls if 

gender specific measures of mental health are used. Alternatively, girls may derive 

greater benefit than boys from academic achievement when the outcome is 

delinquency rather than depression or some other expression of distress seen as more 

typically female. 

A subsidiary objective of the first aim of this dissertation, therefore, examines 

whether gender differences between academic achievement and one marker of mental 

health, depression, extend to an externalized marker of mental health. To accomplish 

this objective, delinquency is used as the externalized measure of psychological 

stress.  

Delinquency was chosen because it is considered an antisocial behavior that 

demonstrates destructiveness to others or a clearly externalized expression of distress. 

While other behaviors, such as alcohol abuse, are also considered externalizing, 

delinquency includes self-destructive elements that these others do not. Thus, a more 

antisocial behavior more closely reflects the opposing side of internalized expressions 

of distress, such as depression (Rosenfield, Lennon, and White 2005). Delinquency 

was also chosen as an externalized marker of mental health distress because of 

structuralist research that contends that males are shaped by norms that reinforce 

violence as a problem solving option (Heimer 1997) and that this socialization begins 
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at birth. Parents engage in rougher play with sons and discuss emotions more with 

daughters (Maccoby 1998). Same-sex friendships and groups which emerge early, 

reinforce behaviors. Within these groups, boys learn to be more physical and 

aggressive. Girls learn to be more cooperative and communicative (Maccoby 1998; 

Thorne and Luria 1986). According to structuralist theory, these processes socialize 

children into gender-appropriate responses. Because delinquency more clearly 

indicated destructiveness to others and research finds that boys are socialized to 

respond aggressively, delinquency is an appropriate measure of externalized 

responses to distress (Umberson, Williams, and Anderson 2002). 

Several major reviews explore evidence of the association between academic 

performance and delinquency (Gottfredson 1981; Hawkins and Lishner 1987; 

Katsiyannis et al. 2008; Maguin and Loeber 1996; Silberberg and Silberberg 1971; 

Sprout 2004; Zamora 2005). Findings indicate that the two are inversely associated 

with each other during adolescence. Low academic performance is associated with 

the prevalence and onset of delinquent behavior, and higher academic performance 

predicts desistance from engaging in such behavior (Zamora 2005). Because an 

exclusive focus on either internalizing or externalizing outcomes may be misleading 

(Gundy 2002), this dissertation tests two outcomes, depression and delinquency, to 

capture the gendered dimensions of mental health. 

Practical implications follow from the aims investigated here. First, findings 

supporting the basic hypothesis could add to a growing body of research documenting 

that girls and boys experience school differently, and such a conclusion has 

consequences for policy and programmatic strategies. Better understanding the nature 
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of the association between academic achievement and mental health will provide 

professionals working in schools with more information to inform programming 

choices. For example, gender separation in coursework, such as all-girl mathematics 

and science courses, currently has support. For boys, one program aimed at reducing 

aggressive behavior may promote punitive action while another might recommend 

strategies promoting mediation.  

Education, Self-Control, and Mental Health 

If girls benefit less in terms of mental health from their academic success than 

boys, then more attention needs to be focused on why this gender paradox occurs. 

Social psychology offers two plausible explanations: control theory and attribution 

theory. The second aim of this dissertation is to determine whether different patterns 

of information processing explain why girls get less of a boost in well-being from 

doing well academically than boys. 

Control theory suggests that persons with an internal locus of control 

(cognitive orientation) believe their actions can affect outcomes. This psychological 

attribute is called learned effectiveness, which is a conditioned response. 

Alternatively, persons with an external locus of control believe that outcomes are 

beyond their control, which is called learned helplessness. Studies applying control 

theory to education assert that a greater sense of learned effectiveness is associated 

with higher academic achievement. By associating failure with lack of effort rather 

than ability, students try harder on subsequent tasks and succeed (for a review see, 

Bandura 1986; Burhans and Dweck 1995; Schunk and Cox 1986). In the context of 

education, learned effectiveness reflects habits of mind, such as critical thinking and 
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problem solving strategies that lead to improved performance (Mirowsky and Ross 

2003). Research has not shown definitive gender differences in control orientation 

(Ziegert et al. 2001), but early work in this area found that girls were more prone to 

learned helplessness than boys (Dweck et al. 1980). Research also shows that girls 

rely more on external evaluations to assess self-worth (Becker and Luthar 2007; 

Buunk and Mussweiler 2001; Giordano 2003; Jones 2001). Other studies 

demonstrated that gender differences may exist at different achievement levels so that 

high achieving girls are more prone to learned helplessness than high achieving boys 

(Dweck 1986).  

Considering control theory in the context of adult mental health, a large body 

of research has documented the connection between depression and learned 

helplessness, with depression decreasing as learned effectiveness increases. Learned 

effectiveness insulates people from depression because they believe that their actions 

matter and that they can resolve or redirect negative or unhealthy situations. Learned 

effectiveness promotes active problem solving in which individuals reflect on 

problems, try to create solutions, and try to choose different paths in the future (Ross 

and Mirowsky 1989). Some of the positive association between learned effectiveness 

and mental health is explained by better employment opportunities (Ross and Wu 

1995) and higher levels of social support (Ross and VanWilligen 1997). No gender 

differences in perceived control have been found in recent adult samples, possibly 

due to women’s decreased economic dependency as a function of their increased 

participation in the paid labor force. 
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A large body of research also has reported associations between personal 

control and delinquency (see Gottfredson and Hirshci 1990; Umberson et al. 2002). In 

this context, control is defined as self-control or an ability to defer gratification and to 

empathize (Nakhaie, Silverman, and LaGrange 2000). Generally, this view of 

personal control is consistent with an active problem solving view of personal control 

in which individuals approach life analytically rather than reacting to life events 

based on impulse. Mirowsky and Ross (2003) have argued that learned effectiveness 

leads to self-regulation, implying that higher levels of learned effectiveness may be 

associated with lower levels of delinquent behavior. Additionally, research in this 

area consistently reports gender differences in the association between personal 

control and externalized behaviors, with boys consistently demonstrating less 

personal control than girls (LaGrange and Silverman 1999). Reasons for this lower 

personal control among boys include their propensity for risk-taking, less adult 

supervision, less cautiousness, less developed verbal skills, and greater impulsivity 

(Nakhaie, Silverman, and LaGrange 2000; Wilson and Hernstein 1985). Integrating 

the literature on control theory and education with the literature on control theory and 

mental health suggests that individuals exhibiting higher levels of learned 

effectiveness should also exhibit better academic performance and higher levels of 

positive mental health than individuals with lower levels of learned effectiveness. 

Consequently, this dissertation explores the role learned effectiveness plays in the 

association between academic achievement and mental health and whether this role 

differs by gender.  
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An alternative paradigm, attribution theory, proposes that personal control is 

unstable and outcome-dependant (Vispoel and Austin 1995). Self-defending people 

take credit for success and blame others for failure; whereas, persons taking credit for 

negative outcomes only display self-blaming patterns (Mirowsky and Ross 1990). 

Internal attribution for failure and external attribution for success are associated with 

low self-concept and are characterized as pessimistic (negative) styles of attribution. 

The reverse is characterized as optimistic (positive) style attribution and is associated 

with improved self-concept (Peterson and Barrett 1987). Research applying 

attribution theory to education posits that pessimistic or negative style attribution is 

associated with problematic school outcomes in adolescence, including academic 

failure and discipline problems (Tony 2003). Additionally, students with optimistic 

attribution patterns typically earn higher grades and perform better on standardized 

tests (Haynes et al. 2006; Ruthig et al. 2004).  

Research in this area also indicates that gender differences exist in 

attributional styles (Foschi 1996; Pomerantz, Saxon, and Kenney 2001). While girls 

do better in school, they may get less of a psychological boost from this success 

(Steele 1997). For example, Correll (2001) found that in school girls attribute their 

academic success to forces outside of themselves (such as “luck” or “it was an easy 

test”) and blame themselves for failures, whereas boys tend to attribute academic 

success to effort or skill and their academic failure to luck or outside forces.  

Research applying attribution theory to mental health indicates that mental 

health is associated with attribution of negative outcomes to forces beyond an 

individual’s control and attribution of positive outcomes to individual effort, 
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following a self-defending pattern. Research specifically related to adolescence also 

indicates a clear association between pessimistic attribution and depression 

(Gladstone et al. 1997; Robinson, Garber and Hilsman 1995). Youth with negative 

attribution styles are at greater risk for developing depressive symptoms and are more 

likely to blame themselves for negative events and make external attributions for 

positive events (Lewinshon et al. 1994). Likewise, positive attribution training has 

been found to be associated with decreased depressive symptoms in youth (Jaycox et 

al. 1994).  

Studies examining gender differences in attributional style and depressive 

symptoms among adolescents report mixed findings (Gladstone et al. 1997). Analyses 

of complex measures of attributional style with multiple dimensions have revealed 

that, among non-depressed adolescents, girls made more adaptive attributions than 

boys. Among more depressed adolescents, however, boys made more adaptive 

attributions than girls. Thus, for depressed girls, maladaptive attributions prolong 

depressed symptoms, which might contribute to their higher self-reported rates of 

depression compared to boys.  

The specific associations between attribution style and delinquency have not 

been studied extensively, and findings are inconclusive. Owens (1994) suggests that 

youth who blame themselves for negative outcomes are more drawn to delinquency 

than less self-blaming youth. Moreover, social psychological independence is also 

associated with more externalized behaviors (Rosenfield et al 2000). Boys have more 

control over how they attribute successes and failures due to a more independent 

sense of self than girls, who view themselves as more closely bound to others. Other 
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research in this area has also found that boys are less likely than girls to self-blame 

for negative events and more likely to report delinquent attitudes (Phillips and 

Pittman 2007). On the other hand, Leadbeter and colleagues (1995) found that boys 

and girls were equally likely to self-blame for negative events and were equally likely 

to report externalizing behaviors. 

Combining the literatures on attribution theory/education with attribution 

theory/mental health suggests that the association between academic achievement and 

mental health depends upon which dimension of attribution an adolescent uses. Low 

achieving students with a tendency to self-blame would be expected to demonstrate 

higher levels of depression or delinquency. Conversely, low achieving students 

demonstrating self-defensive patterns of attribution would indicate lower levels of 

depression or delinquency because they would not feel responsible for earning  

lower grades. 

Control theory and attribution theory, therefore, point to different explanations 

for the gender paradox in the connection between education and mental health. 

Specifically, control theory implies that both low achieving girls and boys would 

report lower levels of learned effectiveness and higher levels of depression or 

delinquency. Perceived control mediates the link between education and mental 

health. The point of this aim is to explore if learned effectiveness contributes 

differently to the association between academic achievement and mental health for 

boys than it does for girls. If learned effectiveness does vary by gender, attribution 

theory may explain why. Some research suggests girls may display self-blaming 

behaviors so that academically low achieving girls would blame themselves for 
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performing poorly, which would then, in turn, impact their mental health and lead to 

higher levels of depression. Alternatively, high achieving girls would not accept 

credit for a strong performance and would also present higher levels of depression. 

Low achieving boys would tend to exhibit self-defensive attitudes and negate 

responsibility for low grades, thereby insulating themselves from negative mental 

health consequences. High achieving boys would assume responsibility for strong 

academic performance and receive a mental health boost. If the education/mental 

health gender paradox does exist, it could be explained by girls’ tendency to blame 

themselves for failures and avoid credit for successes, which negates the mental 

health boost they could have received from their success. The mental health risks 

associated with failure for girls are thus even greater.  

Worth noting is that the roles personal control and attribution may play in the 

association between academic achievement and mental health could take the form of 

mediation or spuriousness. If personal control or attribution mediates the association 

between academic achievement and mental health, then academic achievement affects 

personal control or attribution, which then contributes to mental health. If personal 

control or attribution influences the association between education and mental health 

through a spurious pathway, then academic achievement and mental health are not 

related but are instead both driven by personal control or attribution.  

Learned Effectiveness 
 
 
 
 Academic Achievement     Mental Health 
 
Figure 2.1. Mediator Model 
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Academic Achievement 
 
 
 
 Learned Effectiveness     Mental Health 
 
Figure 2.2. Spurious Pathway Model 
 

Unfortunately, this dissertation cannot determine which of these two 

possibilities is more likely to play into the gender paradox being examined because 

the measures used for academic achievement (GPA) and those used for control or 

attribution are taken the same time period. Thus, the time ordering that would 

illuminate this association is not possible. Additionally, the ability to determine which 

theory – control or attribution – has more influence is limited in this study because 

accurate measures of attribution are not available. However, I argue that attribution 

theory may be more useful for thinking about why mental health benefits may differ 

between boys and girls and for interpreting findings of analyses that can be 

performed.   

Understanding the social psychological processes linking education and 

mental health is the second aim of this dissertation, and it may shed light on programs 

targeting youth. For example, Ross and Broh (2000) found that high self-esteem does 

not in itself result in positive action but that learned effectiveness does result in 

positive action to affect outcomes. Such findings imply that strategies aimed at 

decreasing mental health problems or improving academic performance through 

improved self-esteem alone may not have the desired effects. Further, this objective 
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expands the theoretical contribution made by Mirowsky and Ross (1990) by focusing 

on adolescents.   

Education, Mental Health, and the Transition to Young Adulthood 

The third aim of this dissertation is to explore the long-term consequences of 

the gender paradox concerning academic achievement and mental health by 

considering college enrollment after high school. This aim is based on the integration 

of two literatures: 1) the long-term effects of adolescent depression on adult 

outcomes; and 2) gender differences in college enrollment and persistence.  

Central to the life course perspective guiding this dissertation is the idea that 

events and experiences during one stage of development may limit or enhance 

opportunities in the next stage. In this section, I explore the literature linking 

adolescent depression to adult outcomes, specifically educational attainment. Next, I 

will link the mental health literature to research on gender, academic success, and 

educational attainment to assess if girls would have even more of an advantage in 

terms of educational attainment if their higher levels of depression were taken into 

account.  

Research suggests that depression in adolescence negatively impacts multiple 

interrelated long-term adult outcomes (Hofstra et al. 2002); specifically, health, 

behavior, and social relationships. In terms of health, studies looking at adolescent 

depression and the transition to young adulthood find an association between 

adolescent depression and negative long-term health outcomes and associated 

medical and social costs. For example, adolescent depression is associated with 

impairment in work function and frequency of visits to medical professionals 
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(Keenan-Miller et al. 2007). Additionally, research shows that adolescent depression 

is associated with risky health behaviors, including smoking, alcohol abuse, 

unhealthy eating, and infrequent exercise (Longmore et al. 2004; Rogers et al. 2000). 

This association was also duplicated using the Add Health dataset (Needham 2007). 

This study found that higher depression was associated with higher levels of smoking, 

binge drinking, and illicit drug use. Additional consequences of adolescent depression 

include less stable marriages (Kessler et al. 1998), fewer social relationships, lower 

self-esteem, and weaker social networks (Knapp 2003; Needham 2007; Umberson et 

al. 1996). Not surprisingly, adolescent depression also predicts depression in 

adulthood (Dunn and Goodyer 2006; Mcleod and Kaiser 2004).  

The literature on adolescent mental health and educational attainment suggests 

that adolescent emotional distress may interfere with learning and set depressed 

students on a different learning trajectory than those without emotional distress 

(Anderman 2002; Field and Diego 2001; Roeser and Eccles 2000). For example, 

mental health problems during adolescence are associated with higher rates of school 

failure (Needham, Crosnoe, and Muller 2004) and often result in abbreviated 

postsecondary experiences (Kessler et al. 1998; Ross and Wu 1995; Stoep et al. 

2003). Adolescent depression is associated with low educational attainment (Arsonow 

et al. 2005) and significantly decreased probability of college enrollment and 

completion (Kessler et al. 1998). Educational attainment, particularly, college 

enrollment and persistence, is an especially important predictor of positions in adult 

life in the economic sphere (Kessler 1982; McLeod and Kaiser 2004; Ross and Van 

Willigen 1997; Ross and Wu 1995). The better educated have more opportunity for 
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full-time employment and less emotional distress (Mirowsky and Ross 1990). They 

also have more perceived social support, including more stable and satisfying 

marriages (Ross and VanWilligen 1997). Thus, learning more about gender 

differences in adolescent mental health is critical.  

The extensive research on mental health and education suggests that girls 

should be less likely to enroll in college than boys due to girls’ higher reported rates 

of depression. However, the evidence on gender and college enrollment points to 

something else entirely. Girls are now doing as well as or better than boys on many 

indicators of educational attainment (Buchmann and DiPrete 2006; DiPrete and 

Buchmann 2006; Peter and Horn 2005). Between 1970 and 2001, in fact, the 

representation of female undergraduates increased from 42 percent to 56 percent 

(Freeman 2004). Projections to 2013 indicate that women’s undergraduate enrollment 

will increase to 57 percent of the undergraduate population (Peter and Horn 2005). 

Some reports estimate girls currently represent as much as 60 percent of college goers 

(Jacob 2002). Cho (2007) finds similar results indicating that the pattern of higher 

college enrollment by males reversed in the late 1980s and that the gender gap has 

continued to increase. 

Why these growing gender differences – differences that run counter to what 

the mental health research would suggest – exist is subject to debate. Some possible 

explanations are that higher college enrollment by women is explained in part by 

better performance (i.e., higher grades) in high school and by increased opportunities 

in the labor market (Cho 2007; DiPrete and Buchmann 2006). Others point to gender 

differences in non-cognitive skills, such as boys’ inability to pay attention in class, to 
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work with others, to organize and keep track of homework or class materials, or to 

seek help from others, as factors comparable in effect size to variables like 

socioeconomic status and cognitive ability in determining college enrollment (Jacob 

2002).  

To summarize this information, a suppressor effect may be in operation. One 

would expect girls to attend college at higher rates than boys based on their grades. 

However, one would also expect girls to attend college at lower rates compared to 

boys based on their depression. This suggests that girls should be overrepresented in a 

high GPA/high depression category compared to boys, meaning that girls would be 

enrolling and persisting in college at even higher rates were they not constrained by 

depression. In other words, the benefit of good grades is lessened for girls because it 

is more likely to be accompanied by depression. Alternatively, for boys, low grades 

have less of an impact because low performance is less likely to be accompanied by 

depression. Girls might be doing even better in postsecondary enrollment and 

attainment if their depression in adolescence were considered. The gender gap in this 

young adult outcome, therefore, could be wider if not for the opposite gender gap in 

mental health in adolescence, independent of its link to academic achievement. 

Overview of Hypotheses 

To summarize, this dissertation is organized by three aims. The first aim is to 

consider whether the apparent weaker mental health benefits of academic 

achievement for girls exists and, if so, under what circumstances this pattern is most 

likely to occur.  

Aim 1. This aim will be addressed by testing three hypotheses: 
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1.1. Main hypothesis: The effect of academic achievement on mental health is weaker 
for girls than boys in general. 

1.2. Externalizing hypothesis: The weaker effect of academic achievement for girls 
(vs. boys) will only be true when depression, not delinquency, is the indicator of 
mental health. 

1.3. Developmental hypothesis: The weaker effect of academic achievement on 
mental health for girls (vs. boys) will be more likely to occur in earlier grades 
than in later grades. 
 

Aim 2. The second aim of this dissertation is to explore whether different 

patterns of information processing explain why girls get less of a boost in well-being 

from doing well in school. The hypothesis for this aim is that the benefits of academic 

success for mental health are weaker for girls because girls are less likely to believe 

that success is attributable to their own actions. 

Aim 3. The third aim of this dissertation is the exploration of the long-term 

impacts of girls benefiting less from academic success. The hypothesis for this aim is 

that depression has a suppressor effect on college enrollment and persistence for girls. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS 

This chapter serves several purposes. First, I describe the National Longitudinal 

Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health) public-use version. Second, I explain how 

dependent and independent variables are coded. Third, I provide an overview of the 

statistical methods used. 

Data and Sample 

To study the connection between academic success and mental health, this 

dissertation utilized the public-use version of Add Health. Add Health is an ongoing 

study of a nationally representative sample of U.S. adolescents in grades 7–12 during 

the 1994–95 school year. Schools were selected with a stratified sampling design. 

Prior to sampling, 26,666 schools were sorted by region, urbanization, sector, racial 

composition, and size. Schools were eligible if they included an eleventh grade and 

enrolled more than 30 students. Wave I, Stage 1 consisted of 90,118 students in 145 

middle and high schools completing the in-school survey during the 1994–95 school 

year. The in-school survey collected information about student and family 

demographics, school activities, school habits, general health, and health-related 

activities (Harris et al. 2003).  

Based on this sample, all students included on a school roster were eligible for 

selection into the core sample to participate in in-home interviews. Wave I, Stage 2 

drew a sample of 27,000 students for the in-home interviews, including a core sample 

of 12,105 students that oversampled African-American students from well-educated 

families, Cuban and Puerto Rican youth, Chinese youth, and physically disabled 

youth. The in-home interview included topics such as history of romantic 
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relationships, health status, and peer networks (Harris et al. 2003). In-home 

interviews occurred between April and December of 1995. Information on household 

and neighborhood characteristics was collected from surveys sent home and 

completed by a parent. Also, administrator surveys provided information on school 

characteristics and services. Wave I data (N = 20,745) was composed of the in-school 

survey, the in-home interview, and parent and administrator surveys. Wave II (N = 

14,738) then followed up with all Wave I respondents. Twelfth graders were not 

included. Wave II data were collected April through September of 1996. Then 15,197 

Wave I respondents were followed up between August 2001 and April 2002 with 

Wave III (Harris et al. 2003). Wave III included the Wave I seniors. 

The public-use dataset for Waves I and II contains information collected in 

1994–96 from Add Health’s nationally representative sample of adolescents. This 

dataset includes Wave I and II respondents and consists of one-half of the core 

sample, chosen at random, and one-half of the oversample of African-American 

adolescents with a parent who had a college degree. The total number of respondents 

included in this dataset is approximately 6,500. The Wave III public-use data also 

were helpful for analyzing the transition between adolescence and young adulthood. 

A total of 4,882 of the original Wave I respondents were represented in this wave. 

Wave III respondents were between 18 and 26 years old. Information on the full 

study is available in a report by Udry (1998).  

Add Health is an especially strong dataset for studying the association 

between academic success and mental health across the adult transition. It used a 

modified version of the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) 
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at three different time points, which means that prior levels of depression can be 

controlled. It also includes information for developing an externalized measure of 

mental health at three different points in time. Moreover, self-reported grades are 

included along with enough information to measure important control variables. 

The sample for this study used several selection filters. First, to 

investigate the longitudinal association between academic experience and 

well-being, I included students participating in Wave I, Wave II, and Wave III 

in-home interviews. Second, due to the need to account for the complex 

sampling frame of Add Health, I included only those adolescents who were 

assigned a valid sample weight (see Chantala and Tabor 1999 for more 

information on weighting in Add Health). Table 3.1 provides mean statistics 

for each selection filter. Because including those with a valid sampling weight 

did not change the sample, the effects of this stage of selection are not 

included in the table. As Table 3.1 indicates, the selection process produced a 

final sample (N = 3,332) with participants who were slightly younger. The 

final sample contained slightly more adolescents living with two biological 

parents and contained participants who experienced slightly less depression 

and delinquency compared to the sample with no filters.  
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Table 3.1. Selected Characteristics for Each Stage of the Sample Selection Process 
 Full Wave I Wave I  

Missing Data 
Dropped 

Filter 1
 a
 Filter 2

 b
 

 Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Sociodemographic 
Characteristics 

  
      

Female .52 .50 .52 .50 .52 .50 .54 .50 
Age (years) 16.02 1.62 15.89 1.54 15.89 1.53 15.85 1.55 
White ,57 .49 .59 .49 .60 .49 .60 .49 
Parent education 
(college graduate) 

.34 .48 
.36 .48 .36 .48 .37 .48 

Two biological 
parents 

.52 .50 
.55 .50 .55 .50 .58 .49 

         
Mental Health 
Indicators 

  
      

Wave I depression 10.93 7.52 10.63 7.38 10.62 7.38 10.50 7.34 
Wave I 
delinquency 

1.47 1.74 
1.52 1.77 1.52 1.77 1.48 1.76 

a
 Participated in Wave II 

b
 Participated in Wave III 

 

Adolescent outcomes. The depression outcome, the first measure of well-being 

used in this dissertation, was based on a modified version of the Center for 

Epidemiological Studies’ Depression Scale (CES-D), a widely used measure of 

emotional distress (Radloff 1977). The original CES-D scale was designed to measure 

depression in the adult general population, with higher scores indicating increased 

depression. Scores were summed across all items. Positive questions were reverse 

coded. While researchers argue that both continuous and discrete measures of 

depression should be used, given that the impact of depression may not be detectable 

until a threshold is reached (Kessler 2002), this study used the continuous version of 

the measure. Several other configurations of this outcome were used in analyses and 

are described in the analysis plan.  

For the modified Add Health version of the CES-D, respondents were asked 

how often during the last week (0 = never or rarely to 3 = most of the time or all of 
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the time) they had feelings, thoughts, and physical conditions consistent with 

depression. For Wave II, this measure of depression summed the responses to 19 

items:  

1.  You were bothered by things that usually don’t bother you. 
2.  You didn’t feel like eating. 
3.  You could not shake the blues, even with help from your friends and family. 
4.  You felt that you were just as good as other people.     
5.  You had trouble keeping your mind on what you were doing.  
6.  You felt depressed. 
7.  You felt you were too tired to do things. 
8.  You felt hopeful about the future.        
9.  You thought your life has been a failure. 
10.  You felt fearful. 
11.  You were happy.          
12.  You talked less than usual. 
13.  You felt lonely. 
14.  People were unfriendly to you. 
15.  You enjoyed life.          
16.  You felt sad. 
17.  You felt that people disliked you. 
18.  It was hard to get started doing things. 
19.  You felt life was not worth living. 
 

Add Health modified the original 20 question CES-D by omitting two 

questions regarding crying spells and restless sleep. It also reworded two questions 

about feeling like everything was an effort and not being able to get going. Add 

Health also included a question about whether life was worth living (Perreira et al. 

2005). Possible values range from 0 to 57. Some questions were reverse scored so 

that higher values indicate higher levels of depression. The Wave I measure 

containing the same questions as Wave II was included in models to measure prior 

status. The alpha reliability for the scale is .86 for both Wave I and Wave II. 

The second measure, tapping an externalized dimension of mental health, used 

in this research was delinquency. It was constructed as the number of delinquent 
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events committed by individuals. It consisted of nine items for Wave I and Wave II. 

Participants were asked how often in the past 12 months they had participated in 

activities indicating delinquent behavior. Responses ranged from zero (indicating 

never or rarely) to three (indicating five or more times). Items included:  

1. You painted graffiti/signs on another’s property or public space. 
2. You deliberately damaged property that didn’t belong to you.  
3. You lied to parents about whereabouts.  
4. You shoplifted.  
5. You ran away from home.  
6. You stole a car. 
7. You stole something worth more than $50.00.  
8. You burglarized a building. 
9. You stole something worth less than $50.00. 
 

The Wave I measure was included in models as a control similar to other 

research on delinquency using self-reported event counts (Regnerus 2002). The alpha 

coefficient of reliability for the scale is .77 for both Wave I and Wave II. 

Young adult outcome. Educational attainment was measured as a binary 

variable and taken from the following seven Wave III categories: high school 

dropout, graduated from/currently enrolled in high school, dropped out of 2/4-year  

college, currently enrolled in 2-year college, graduated from 2-year college, currently 

enrolled in 4-year college, and graduated from 4-year college. The categories of 

currently enrolled and graduated from a 4-year college were combined and coded as 

1. The other categories were combined and coded as 0 (Crosnoe and Riegle-Crumb 

2007). Additionally, a number of Wave I variables were included in the analyses to 

control for their effects. Table 3.2 lists the descriptive statistics for the sample.  
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Table 3.2. Descriptive Statistics for Study Variables 

    

 Mean SD % 
Mental Health Indicators    
Wave I depression 10.50 7.34 — 
Wave II depression 10.48 7.36 — 
Wave I delinquency 1.48 1.76 — 
Wave II delinquency 1.25 1.60 — 
    
Young Adult Life Circumstances    
High school dropout — — 8.22 
Graduated from/currently enrolled in high school — — 29.80 
Dropped out of 2/4-year college — — 11.61 
Currently enrolled in 2-year college — — 11.64 
Graduated from 2-year college — — 3.75 
Currently enrolled in 4-year college — — 25.51 
Graduated from 4-year college — — 9.45 
    
Academic Performance    
Wave I GPA 2.86 .76 — 
Wave I failure index — — 12.15 
    
Information Processing    
Problem solving 3.79 .63 — 
Control/attribution 2.89 .88 — 
    
Developmental Factors    
Puberty 2.99 .95 — 
Grade 7 — — 19.15 
Grade 8 — — 19.84 
Grade 9 — — 20.23 
Grade 10 — — 20.50 
Grade 11 — — 20.29 
    
Sociodemographic Characteristics     
Female — — 54.23 
White — — 60.21 
African-American — — 22.66 
Hispanic-American — — 10.59 
Asian-American — — 3.66 
Other race/ethnicity — — 2.97 
Family structure (two-bio parents) — — 57.68 
Parent education (college graduation) — — 37.33 
Age (years) 15.84 1.55 — 
n = 3,332  

 

Academic achievement. Grade point average (GPA) indicates overall 

academic mastery as well as soft skills such as persistence and preparation. Grades 

represent effectiveness in the academic domain (Schmitz and Skinner 1993). They 
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also may suggest an ability to succeed in an institution or an institutional-specific 

“learned effectiveness.” For this study, GPA was constructed as the average of self-

reported grades for English, mathematics, social studies, and science for the past year, 

where 4 = A and 1 = F/D for Wave I. Research has shown self-reported grades to be 

highly correlated with transcript grade (Dornbusch et al. 1990). It should be noted 

that Wave I GPA was used as a predictor rather than Wave II GPA. Because using 

Wave II GPA would have allowed for a cleaner assessment of the causality in the 

association between academic achievement and depression, relevant models were 

reran using Wave II GPA.  Those results are discussed.  

Developmental factors. Puberty was used as one measure of developmental 

progress. Experiencing puberty early is associated with more negative outcomes for 

girls compared to boys. Puberty for boys was measured as the average response to the 

following three questions:  

1. How much hair is under your arms now;  
2. How thick is the hair on your face; and  
3. Is your voice lower now than when you were in grade school? 
 
There were four response categories. A higher average indicated more pubescent 

development (Ge et al. 2001). For girls, puberty was measured as the average 

response to two questions: As a girl grows up, her breasts develop and get bigger. 

Which statement best describes you? and As a girl grows up, her body becomes more 

curved. Which statement best describes you? There were four response categories. A 

higher average indicated more pubescent development (Cavanagh 2004). The other 

categorical variable related to development was grade level, represented as grades 7-

11. 
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Information processing. Several possibilities existed for examining the role of 

information processing in the association between academic achievement and mental 

health. One possibility was to use a variation of personal control conceptualized more 

as active problem solving than a more traditional measure of personal control, such as 

Pearlin’s Mastery Scale (Pearlin et al. 1981). In this dissertation, this variable was 

measured as an individual’s self-reported level of problem solving skills in non-

academic domains based on the average of Wave I responses to the following 

questions: 

1. When you have a problem to solve, one of the first things you do is get as many 
facts about the problem as possible.   

2. When you are attempting to find a solution to a problem, you usually try to think of 
as many different ways to approach the problem as possible.  

3. When making decisions, you generally use a systematic method for judging and 
comparing alternatives. 

4. After carrying out a solution to a problem, you usually try to analyze what went 
right and what went wrong.   

 

Response categories included strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, 

disagree, and strongly disagree. Responses were reverse coded so that a higher score 

indicates higher perceived problem solving skills. The alpha coefficient of reliability 

for the scale is .74 at Wave I. The Wave I mean is 3.79 and has a negatively skewed 

distribution. 

Another possibility was to also include a scale representing attribution. With 

the available data, however, the alpha coefficients (.32 to .45) for a range of item 

combinations were judged too low. The questions considered were:  

1. When you get what you want, it’s usually because you worked hard for it. 
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2. You usually go out of your way to avoid having to deal with problems in your life.  

3. When making decisions, you usually go with your “gut feeling” without thinking 
too much about the consequences of each alternative.  

4. You feel like you are doing everything just about right.  

Because a satisfactory composite variable was unavailable, a single question was used 

as a proxy for attribution: When you get what you want, it’s usually because you 

worked hard for it. Response categories included strongly agree, agree, neither agree 

nor disagree, disagree, and strongly disagree. This was not an ideal measure for 

tapping attribution theory because it linked a positive outcome with self-attribution as 

in the case of persons with a self-defending orientation. However, the survey lacked a 

negative outcome linked to self-attribution that would assess a self-blaming 

orientation.  

Background and control variables. Several additional variables in the Wave I 

interview data that may be associated with academic achievement and mental well-

being were controlled. Gender (1 = female, 0 = male) was considered. Race/ethnicity 

was measured by a series of questions about racial identity and country of origin. The 

categories included were non-Latino/a white as the reference category, non-Latino/a 

African-American, Hispanic-American, Asian-American, and a final category for 

“other.” Parental education was used as a proxy for socioeconomic status, even 

though it may represent only one aspect of SES. Parent reports of educational 

attainment were coded as an ordered categorical variable representing college or 

university degreed and above, some college but not degreed, high school diploma or 

equivalent, and less than high school graduation. The maximum education level 

reported among the residential parents was used. If the parents did not report 
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educational attainment, the student report was used. Family structure was also an 

ordered categorical variable: step-family, single parent family, other family type, and 

two biological parents (Brown 2006; Sweeney 2007). Age was also included.  

Missing Data 

Missing data was a consideration across all the variables. Typically, records 

with missing data were dropped from the analysis. Observations were only included if 

they had non-missing values for all the independent variables included in the 

respective models. When an index was created, only valid responses contributed to 

the index value. The decision to drop missing values can present numerous problems. 

It certainly reduces sample size which can diminish the statistical power of the 

analysis. Additionally, there is the possibility that the remaining data set is biased. 

This strategy assumes that the deleted cases are representative of the entire dataset 

when it is possible that the missing data are indicative of some pattern and do not 

reflect randomness. Table 5.1 includes means and standard deviations for key 

characteristics at each stage of sample selection. The first column was added to show 

the difference between the full sample and the sample using case deletion. The full 

sample is slightly older (16.02 compared to 15.89) and more depressed (10.93 

compared to 10.63). The percentage of girls and boys is the same. Additionally, the 

full sample had a slightly lower GPA (2.80) compared to the sample used for analyses 

(2.86). Using the full sample which was older, more depressed, and earned lower 

grades could have produced results indicating that girls may be even more 

disadvantaged.  
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Analysis Plan 

As a first step, I conducted exploratory analyses to test the correlations among 

key variables. Specifically, the correlations between the mental health outcomes and 

academic performance variables were considered for the full sample as well as by 

gender.  

Next, three sets of quantitative analyses were conducted. Each analysis 

addressed a specific aim. The first aim focused on whether the paradox of girls 

experiencing lower associations between academic achievement and mental health 

existed and, if so, under what circumstances. The second aim considered how 

information processing models mediate the association between academics and 

mental health for girls and boys. The final set of analyses considered the longitudinal 

association between adolescent mental health and academic achievement on one hand 

and postsecondary educational attainment on the other.  

The first aim of this dissertation considered whether the expected weaker 

mental health effects of academic achievement for girls did exist and, if so, under 

what circumstances was this pattern most likely to occur. In order to determine which 

version of achievement and depression should be used, several measurement 

strategies were tested. Achievement was measured using several indicators of failure 

(Needham, Crosnoe, and Muller 2004), such as the number of classes failed, the 

proportion of failures, and as a GPA using only mathematics and sciences courses.  

Additionally, most research with the depression scale uses a score of 16 or 

higher to indicate depression (Radloff 1991). Others further divide the scale, with 16 

indicating a moderate level of depression and 28 indicating more severe depression 
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(Radloff 1977). In this study, depression was measured using a cut score of 15, 

departing from the traditional score of 16 because the Add Health questionnaire 

included 19 questions rather than 20 questions (Gore 2007). I also created an ordinal 

variable by dividing the sample into tertiles with the highest scoring youth 

categorized as the most depressed.  

The conventional strategy of measuring GPA and depression as continuous 

variables was more successful in producing better model fit and significant results.  

Based on this information, I estimated a baseline multi-level model in which a 

continuous measure of depression at Wave II was regressed on Wave I depression, 

academic achievement (self-reported continuous GPA), and background 

characteristics, including puberty, for the full sample. Then, I tailored this baseline 

model to address three inquiries, each with its own specific hypothesis. 

1.1. Main hypothesis: The effect of academic achievement on mental health 

(measured by depression) is weaker for girls than boys in general (main model).  

To test this hypothesis, I added an academic achievement-gender interaction 

term (GPA x Gender) to the baseline model. For this hypothesis to be supported, this 

model should reveal that the interaction term between academic achievement and 

gender was significant, and the predicted depression scores calculated based on the 

coefficients in this model should indicate that the effect of academic achievement on 

depression was lower for girls than for boys. For example, a boy with a high GPA 

would be expected to report lower depression compared to a girl with the same GPA. 

Additionally, at higher levels of GPA, the difference between depression reported by 

boys and girls should be greater than the difference at lower levels of GPA.  
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1.2. Externalizing hypothesis: The weaker effect of academic achievement for 

girls (vs. boys) will only be true when depression, not delinquency, is the indicator of 

mental health (main model with new outcome).  

To test this hypothesis, I regressed Wave II delinquency on Wave I 

delinquency, academic achievement (GPA), and background characteristics for the 

full sample as well as the separate academic achievement-gender interaction term 

(GPA x gender). For this hypothesis to be supported, the interaction term should be 

non-significant in the delinquency model (e.g., suggesting no gender difference in 

achievement effects on non-depression indicators of mental health) or the interaction 

terms should be in the opposite direction from the corresponding interaction term 

from the depression model (e.g., suggesting that the gender paradox of interest in this 

dissertation is likely limited to internalized symptoms of distress).   

1.3. Developmental hypothesis: The weaker effect of academic achievement 

on mental health for girls (vs. boys) will be more likely to occur in earlier grades than 

in later ones.  

To test this hypothesis, I ran the baseline models using each outcome 

(depression, delinquency) and added a three-way interaction term among academic 

achievement, gender, and grade level. I also included all two-way interactions 

(Dawson and Richter 2006). For this hypothesis to be supported, the three-way 

interaction term should only be significant and in the expected direction. The 

predicted values calculated from these models should indicate that the size of the 

gender difference in the achievement-mental health association should get smaller 

from year to year.  
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For the rest of this description of the modeling plan, I focus—for the sake of 

simplicity—on depression in the full sample. 

The second aim of this dissertation attempts to sort out the role played by 

active problem solving and control/attribution in mediating the association between 

education and mental health within each gender. The hypothesis for this aim is that 

the benefits of GPA for depression are weaker for girls because girls are less likely to 

believe that success is attributable to their own actions. To test this hypothesis, I used 

the baseline model regressing Wave II depression on Wave I depression, GPA, 

gender, puberty, and other background characteristics and the three-way interaction 

term (GPA x gender x grade level) as well as the lower order interaction terms 

(Dawson and Richter 2006). I then added a variable measuring attribution (measured 

by the question: When you get what you want, it’s usually because you worked hard 

for it) to the model. The same model was run using a measure of personal control.  

For this hypothesis to be supported, the coefficients for the focal two- and 

three-way interaction terms should be reduced to 0 (or at least substantially reduced 

and not significant) with the addition of the attribution measure to the model. The 

predicted values of depression generated from this model should also reveal that the 

difference in depression between failing girls and successful girls should be equal to 

the difference in depression between failing boys and successful boys once all four 

groups are given the same value on the attribution variable. In other words, when 

everyone attributes success and failure in the same, positive way, then the effects of 

academic achievement on depression should be equivalent for girls and boys. 
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The third aim of this dissertation explores the long term impact of girls getting 

less of a mental health boost from doing well in school, in terms of their enrollment in 

or graduation from a four-year college. The hypothesis for this aim states that 

depression has a suppressor effect on college graduation and enrollment for girls. Past 

research shows that girls have higher GPAs than boys and that GPA predicts college 

enrollment. Additionally, girls enroll in college and persist at higher rates than boys. 

Research also shows that depression negatively impacts college enrollment and 

persistence. Based on indications that girls have higher GPAs and report more 

depression than boys, girls would be over-represented in a high achieving/high 

depression group compared to other groups. This indicates that girls should have an 

even greater advantage in college enrollment and persistence if not for their higher 

rates of depression. To test this hypothesis, I used a logistic regression model with a 

binary measure for four-year college enrollment/attainment as the outcome. Model 

controls included Wave I background variables from the baseline model, including 

gender. I then created four dummy variables representing different combinations of 

GPA and depression (at least one standard deviation above the mean was high, at 

least one standard deviation below the mean was low, and all others were in the 

middle category).   

The four cross-classified categories were: 

• Low GPA/Low depression;  

• Low GPA/High depression;  

• High GPA/High depression;  

• High GPA/Low depression;  

• Other  
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Considering the gender distribution of these categories, I expected girls to be 

over-represented in the High GPA/High depression category. These dummy variables 

were added to the model, with High GPA/High depression as the reference category. 

For this hypothesis to be supported, the positive association between being a girl and 

college enrollment and persistence must become stronger when the dummy variables 

are included. This would indicate that girls may be doing fine in terms of college 

enrollment but would be doing better if not for the disadvantage of their higher 

depression.  

Approaches to Modeling 

The Add Health sampling design includes clustered data, with cases clustered 

in schools and chosen with unequal probability of selection. Appropriate analytical 

methods were needed to account for the sampling design. Failure to do so can lead to 

underestimating standard errors and false-positive statistical results (Chantala 2006). 

Statistical programs must be able to accommodate complex survey designs, including 

the use of sampling weight and cluster variables. By using sampling weights and a 

variable to identify clustering of students within schools, analyses result in unbiased 

estimates of population parameters and standards errors. Although the public-use 

version of the data does not contain a strata variable, not using a strata variable with 

these data only minimally affects the standard errors when the school strata are used 

(Chantala and Tabor 1999).  

In addition to sample design, I also considered the unique distributions of my 

outcomes of interest, which are not independent or identically distributed (Chantala 

and Tabor 1999). The mental health outcomes used in Aim 1 and Aim 2 were both 
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count variables. Because they were positive and integer valued with small numbers of 

unique values (such as high values), they were considered to follow either a Poisson 

or negative binomial distribution. For example, the average score for depression 

measured at Wave II is 10.48 with a standard deviation of 7.36. The possible range is 

from 0 to 57.  

While the Poisson distribution often fits the highly skewed distribution of 

count data, it is susceptible to problems of overdispersion which result in 

underestimates of standard errors and overestimates of test statistics (Flynn 1999). A 

key feature of a Poisson distribution is for a given set of values on the explanatory 

variables, the variance of the dependent variable is equal to its mean. In reality, the 

variance is usually higher than the mean (Allison 1999). For these data, the variance 

for depression measured at Wave II was 54.29, indicating overdispersion since it 

exceeded the mean.   

In order to accommodate the complex survey design and the distribution of 

the outcomes for Aims 1 and 2, I used the Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) 

from SAS (proc genmod). The GEE method allows specification of the covariance 

structure, which accounts for how much non-independent observations vary together 

(Chantala 2006). With Add Health data, specifying a correlation structure of 

independence allows the GEE approach to variance estimation to model the Taylor 

series linearization approach (utilized by most survey estimation approaches, 

including STATA svy commands) because the GEE approach uses the Robust error 

estimation approach. The Robust method relaxes the within school correlation 

assumption and only requires that students are independent across schools (Chantala 
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2003). An independent structure assumes that students within the same school or 

from different schools are independent. Chantala (2003) demonstrated similar results 

using this SAS approach with Add Health compared to analysis using STATA. 

Consequently, I modeled the data using proc genmod, specifying a Poisson 

distribution and the log link function and an independent correlation matrix (Orelien 

2001). To check for overdispersion, I compared the ratio of deviance to degrees of 

freedom. For example, considering depression at Wave II, the deviance was 

6,908,808, and the degrees of freedom were 3,316 resulting in a ratio of 2,083 to one, 

indicating severe overdispersion. To correct for overdispersion, I included a 

dispersion parameter based on the Pearson chi-square statistic. This produced a scale 

parameter, which was the square root of the Pearson chi-square divided by the 

degrees of freedom (Allison 1999). The result was that the chi-squares for the 

coefficients were adjusted, and the number of coefficients with statistical significance 

was reduced. While scaling the standard errors improved the results, it was not ideal 

due to the large amount of overdispersion  

(Allison 1999).   

An alternative to scaling the standard errors was to select a distribution other 

than Poisson. The negative binomial distribution is more appropriate in cases of 

overdispersion because it includes a disturbance term accounting for the 

overdispersion (Flynn 1999). I specified the distribution in proc genmod to negative 

binomial. However, because the dispersion parameter was too large, the model would 

not converge.  
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Given that neither of the approaches described above were ideal, I also used a 

linear multi-level model, proc mixed, which can account for the design effects of the 

data but not the non-normal distribution of the data and thus requires justification. 

Allison (1999) showed that similar results can be achieved among linear regression, 

Poisson regression using a correction for overdispersion, and negative binomial 

regression. Because linear regression automatically estimates a scale parameter that is 

used in calculating standard errors and test statistics (estimated by taking the standard 

deviation of the disturbance term), it is not susceptible to overdispersion. Results, 

while not identical to those produced using proc genmod, are similar and preferable to 

using Poisson regression without the correction for overdispersion (Allison 1999). 

This approach has been used with other Add Health data as well (Gore 2007). 

Using proc mixed and weighting the data by primary sampling unit (the 

school) and sampling weights, the results indicated similar associations between the 

independent variables of interest and the dependent variables. Given the similarities 

produced in past research and in my own ancillary tests, I assumed proc mixed 

provided a reasonable compromise and did not jeopardize the validity of the overall 

findings.  

Another feature of the model deserving attention was the inclusion of 

interaction terms. Following Aiken and West, the variables included in the product 

term were centered on the mean to provide a more meaningful interpretation and 

reduce multicollinearity. Specifically, GPA and grade level were centered on the 

mean. Additionally, a three-way interaction term was used to test the developmental 

hypothesis in Aim 1.3. The aim concerned whether the association between the 
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outcomes (depression and delinquency) and gender varied by grade level and GPA. In 

order to interpret this interaction, I calculated and graphed the predicted values by 

using multiple equations that varied the values of GPA (one standard deviation above 

and below the mean), grade level (grade 7, 8, 9, 10, or 11), and gender (1, 0). I then 

assigned all other variables their sample means and multiplied these by their 

unstandardized coefficients in order to obtain an adjusted intercept (Dawson and 

Richter 2006). I plotted these values to provide a visual representation of how the 

three-way interaction term captures the associations among the outcome variable and 

the variables of interest, namely GPA, grade level, and gender. 

Aim 3 of this dissertation considered the long term consequences of 

adolescent girls getting less of a boost to their well-being from stronger academic 

achievement relative to boys. Specifically, this aim examines gender differences in 

enrollment in or graduation from a four-year college. This outcome was binary, which 

called for logistic estimation techniques. Still, the design effects of Add Health had to 

be taken into account, which meant that standard logistic regression could not be 

used. Instead, I conducted analyses in SAS using proc surveylogistic and weighted by 

the cluster (or school) and sampling weight. This process produced unbiased 

estimates of population parameters and standards errors.   
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CHAPTER 4: INITIAL PICTURE OF THE DATA 

The starting point of this research was the hypothesis that the positive 

association between academic achievement and mental health would be weaker for 

girls than boys.  In my primary analyses, I tested this basic hypothesis with a set of 

multi-level models with two outcomes: depression and delinquency. Before getting to 

those results, I present two sets of preliminary statistics, descriptive statistics and 

exploratory analyses that provide information about the key constructs and the 

associations among them. 

Descriptive statistics for the following variables were included: adolescent 

mental health outcomes, the young adult outcome, academic achievement, 

developmental factors, information processing, and background and control variables. 

The presentation of descriptive statistics is then followed by presentation of 

exploratory analyses examining: 1) the basic association between gender and mental 

health and gender and academic achievement, 2) the association between gender and 

different models of information processing were included, and 3) a series of 

correlations gauging the strength of association among focal variables.   

Descriptive Statistics  

The two adolescent mental health outcome variables were depression and 

delinquency. As seen in Table 3.2, the average depression score at Wave I was 10.50 

(out of a possible range of scores from 0 to 57) with a standard deviation of 7.34. The 

average depression score at Wave II was 10.48 (out of a possible range of scores from 

0 to 57) with a standard deviation of 7.36. This variable was positively skewed in 

both waves. Delinquency measured at Wave I had an average count of 1.48 (with a 
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range of 0 to 9) and a standard deviation of 1.76. The Wave II measure of 

delinquency had an average count of 1.25 (with a range of 0 to 9) with a standard 

deviation of 1.60. The scale was positively skewed in both waves. 

The young adult outcome of college enrollment and persistence was a binary 

variable that collapsed the seven following Wave III categories of educational 

attainment. Approximately, 8.22 percent of this sample were high school dropouts, 

29.80 percent graduated from or were currently enrolled in high school, 11.61 percent 

dropped out of a two- or four-year college, 11.64 percent were currently enrolled in a 

two-year college, 3.75 percent graduated from a two-year college, 25.51 percent were 

currently enrolled in a four-year college, and 9.45 percent graduated from a four-year 

college. The categories of currently enrolled and graduated from a four year college 

were combined and coded as 1. The other categories were combined and coded as 0 

(Crosnoe and Riegle-Crumb 2007).  

Academic achievement was measured as Wave I GPA. It had a mean of 2.85 

(with a range from 1 to 4) and a standard deviation of 0.76. This distribution was 

negatively skewed. The developmental factors used in later analyses included a 

measure of puberty and a measure indicating grade level. The puberty variable had a 

mean score of 3.00 (with a range from 1 to 5) with a standard deviation of 0.94. 

About 20 percent of this sample was represented in each grade level, 7-11. 1  

Two measures of information processing were considered in this dissertation: 

problem solving or control and attribution. The problem solving variable had a Wave 

                                                 
1 The Wave II follow up elicited responses mainly from Wave I respondents who were not yet seniors.  
Therefore, the 12

th
 graders were excluded from the sample. 
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I mean of 3.79 (with a range from 1 to 5) and a standard deviation of 0.63. It had a 

negatively skewed distribution. Attribution has a mean of 3.88 (ranging from 1 to 5) 

with a standard deviation of 0.88. It had a negatively skewed distribution.   

Background and control variables included gender, race/ethnicity, 

socioeconomic status (represented by parental education), family structure, and age. 

About 54.23 percent of the sample was female. The majority of the sample 

categorized themselves as White (60%), and 22.66 percent were African-American. 

Hispanic-Americans made up 10.59 percent of the sample, and less than five percent 

each classified themselves as either Asian-American (4%) or other (3%). Over a third 

of the students in this sample had parents who were college or university degreed and 

above (37%). Approximately 19 percent had parents who attended some college but 

were not degreed. Another third had parents with a high school diploma or equivalent 

(34%), and about 10 percent had parents with less education than a high school 

diploma. Family structure was also a categorical variable consisting of step-family 

(15%), single parent family (23%), other family type (4%), and two biological parents 

(58%). The average age in the sample is 15.85 years (ranging from 11 to 21) with a 

standard deviation of 1.55.  

Exploratory Analyses 

The overarching goal of this dissertation is to better understand the gender 

paradox of girls getting less of a mental health benefit from doing better in school 

compared to boys. To understand if the data used in this dissertation reflect basic 

patterns found in the literature concerning gender differences in mental health and 
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academic achievement, I tested the strength of the bivariate association between key 

variables.  

Considering the association between gender and depression, the mean 

depression score for girls was 11.34, and the mean depression score for boys was 

9.51. Using a t-test for unequal variances indicated the difference in Wave I 

depression for girls and boys was significant at the .0001 level (t = -7.31). At Wave 

II, the mean depression score for girls was 11.56, and the mean depression score for 

boys was 9.20. The difference between these means remained statistically significant 

(t = -9.51), reflecting the general pattern in the literature of girls reporting higher 

levels of depression than boys.   
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Figure 4.1. Average Wave I and Wave II Depression by Gender 
 

Considering delinquency, the pattern described in the literature was again 

replicated with these data. At Wave I, the mean delinquency score for girls was 1.31, 

and the mean delinquency for boys was 1.69. Boys in this sample reported 

statistically significant higher levels of delinquency than girls (t = 6.07). The Wave II 
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mean delinquency score for girls was 1.16 and the mean delinquency for boys was 

1.34. While this gender difference is smaller at Wave II because boys declined in 

delinquency more than girls, it is still statistically significant (t = 3.15).     
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Figure 4.2. Average Wave I and Wave II Delinquency by Gender 

 
Considering the association between gender and academic achievement, the 

mean GPA for girls was 2.98, and the mean GPA for boys was 2.71. A t-test for 

unequal variances indicated this difference was statistically significant at the .0001 

level (t = -10.16). This finding again reflected the general theme in the literature that 

girls outperform boys in school.  
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Figure 4.3. Average Wave I GPA by Gender.  
 

Triangulating these preliminary analyses suggested that girls do get less of a 

mental health benefit from stronger academic performance relative to boys. For this 

sample, girls both reported higher levels of depression and outperformed boys 

academically, indicating that girls may get less benefit from their academic success.  

The second aim of the dissertation considers how different patterns of 

information processing may mediate the gender differences found in the association 

between academic achievement and mental health outcomes. Preliminary analyses 

were conducted to assess the potential role of different processing styles. Considering 

the proxy for personal control, the mean was 3.78 for girls and 3.81 for boys. A t-test 

for unequal variances indicated that this difference was not statistically significant at 

conventional levels (t = 1.30). This result was similar to the research reporting no 

definitive gender differences with regards to personal control orientation (Ziegert et 

al. 2001). However, some studies have found girls to be more prone to a helpless 
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orientation when compared to boys (Dweck et al. 1980), although I could not measure 

that here.  

Similar results were found looking at the proxy for attribution. The mean for 

girls was 3.87 and 3.91 for boys. A t-test for unequal variances indicated that this 

difference was also non-significant (t = -1.21). Finding no gender difference in 

attribution was more surprising considering the literature in this area which generally 

demonstrates that girls tend to assign positive outcomes to controls beyond 

themselves (Correll 2001; Foschi 1996) and could be attributed to the limitations of 

the available measure. Given the theoretical support for a gender difference in 

attribution orientation, this association will be explored more in Aim 2 of this 

dissertation. 

The third aim of this dissertation considers how the gender paradox impacts 

young adult outcomes, specifically college enrollment/persistence. Preliminary results 

showed that there was a gender difference in college enrollment/persistence in this 

sample with 474 (31.08%) boys indicating college enrollment compared to 691 

(38.24%) girls. The chi-square equaled 18.64, and the probability of obtaining a chi-

square this large or larger by chance alone was less than .0001. The distribution of 

girls and boys across the different GPA/depression categories indicated support for 

the suppressor effect. The number of girls in the high GPA/high depression category 

(46) was over three times as many as the number of boys in this category (15) and 

was statistically significant [X
2
 (1, N = 3,332) = 11.23, p > .0008]. The number of 

girls in the high GPA/low depression category (105) was larger than the number of 

boys in this category (67) but was not statistically significant. Additionally, the 
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number of girls in the low GPA/high depression category (99) was over double the 

number of boys in this category (49) and was also significant [X
2
 (1, N = 3,332) = 

10.00, p > .002]. The number of boys in the low GPA/low depression category (30) 

was double the number of girls in this category (14) and was significant [X
2
 (1, N = 

3,332) = 9.02, p > .003]. Again, these patterns showed preliminary support for the 

suppressor effect. Girls doing well in school did not receive a mental health boost 

from their performance as indicated by their overrepresentation in the high GPA/high 

depression category, and boys who did poorly in school were not as negatively 

impacted since it was not accompanied by high depression, as indicated by the gender 

distribution in the low GPA/low depression category.  
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Figure 4.4. Gender Distribution across GPA/Depression Categories  
 

Another set of exploratory analyses relevant to the inquiry of this study was a 

series of correlations to test the strength and direction of the associations between 

adolescent mental health measures and academic achievement. These correlations are 
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presented for the full sample and then by gender. The next series of exploratory 

analyses test the association between the mental health outcomes and the different 

measures of information processing for the full sample and by gender. 

The first analysis presented in Table 4.1 considered the association between 

Wave I/II depression and GPA. There was a significant and negative correlation 

between depression and GPA at each wave across the whole sample as well as for 

girls and boys separately. This same pattern occurred for the correlation between 

Wave I/II delinquency and GPA, also presented in Table 4.1. These results align with 

a general pattern in the literature indicating that, as educational attainment/success 

increases, respondents report higher or more positive levels of mental health, 

including less depression (Adler et al. 1994; Dohrenwend et al. 1992; Miech and 

Shanahan 2000) and less delinquency (Gottfredson 1981; Hawkins and Lishner 1987; 

Maguin and Loeber 1996; Silberberg and Silberberg 1971). The association was also 

stronger for girls across outcomes, which would lead one to believe that girls do get 

more of a mental health boost from doing well in school when compared to boys. 

These exploratory analyses were consistent with the difference of means tests 

discussed earlier but were at odds with the combined research indicating that, while 

girls do better in school than boys, they report lower levels of mental health. This 

discrepancy indicates a need to further explore the gender difference in the 

association between mental health and academic performance.  
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Table 4.1. Correlations between Mental Health Measures and High School Measures 
of Academic Performance 
  
 Correlation with Wave I GPA 
 All For Girls For Boys 
Wave I depression -.20*** -.26*** -.18*** 
Wave II depression -.17*** -.22*** -.19*** 
Wave I delinquency -.20*** -.21*** -.17*** 
Wave II delinquency -.12*** -.13*** -.10*** 
** p <.01, *** p <.0001 

 

The next set of analyses explored the correlations among the mental health 

outcomes and measures of information processing. Results of these exploratory 

analyses, which are presented in Table 4.2, revealed a significant and negative 

correlation between Wave I depression and personal control across the whole sample 

as well as for girls and boys separately. For Wave II depression, the association was 

weaker. The correlation remained negative and significant at the .05 level in the 

whole sample, but it was not significant for either girls or boys when considered 

separately. However, the correlation between personal control and delinquency at 

both waves was negative and significant. These results generally mirror the literature 

in this area finding that higher levels of control are associated with less depression 

(Mirowsky and Ross 1989) and fewer delinquent tendencies (Gottfredson and Hirshci 

1990; Umberson et al. 2002). However, the finding that the strength and direction of 

the association was similar for boys and girls was less consistent with the literature on 

delinquency, which generally reports that boys exhibit less personal control than girls 

(Nakhaie, Silverman, and LaGrange 2000; Wilson and Hernstein 1985). 
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Table 4.2. Correlations between Mental Health Measures and Control Measure 
  
 Correlation with Problem Solving Measure 
 All For Girls For Boys 
Wave I depression -.08*** -.08*** -.07** 
Wave II depression -.04* -.04 -.03 
Wave I delinquency -.16*** -.18*** -.15*** 
Wave II delinquency -.12*** -.15*** -.10*** 
*p < .05, ** p <.01, *** p <.0001 

 

Considering the proxy for attribution, the correlation analyses presented in 

Table 4.3 indicated that it was negatively and significantly correlated with all 

outcomes for all groups. Again, this pattern is consistent with past research indicating 

that the tendency to take responsibility for success is associated with better mental 

health (Peterson and Barrett 1987) and less delinquent behavior (Owens 1994). 

Research considering gender differences in attributional style and mental health finds 

mixed results. For depression (Gladstone et al. 1997) and delinquency (Leadbeter et 

al. 1995), few gender differences are found, especially in adolescence, which is 

consistent with the direction and strength of association documented for this sample. 

Table 4.3. Correlations between Mental health Measures and Attribution Measure 
  
 Correlation with Control/Attribution Measure 
 All For Girls For Boys 
Wave I depression -.11*** -.10*** -.12*** 
Wave II depression -.08*** -.07** -.08*** 
Wave I delinquency -.15*** -.18*** -.12*** 
Wave II delinquency -.09*** -.13*** -.06* 
* p< .05, ** p <.01, *** p <.0001 

 

In summary, exploratory analyses with this sample support general patterns 

found in the literature, namely that indicators of academic success are negatively 

associated with depression and delinquency and that positive information processes 

are related to better mental health outcomes. How gender differences may impact 
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these associations was less clear from these exploratory analyses and will be 

examined further. And finally, there was initial indication that girls are 

overrepresented in the high GPA/high depression category and that boys were 

overrepresented in the low GPA/low depression category. These patterns will be 

explored in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 5: TESTS OF AIM 1 

The preliminary and exploratory analyses in the previous chapter pointed to 

some interesting patterns among gender, academic achievement, mental health 

dimensions, and personal control/attribution. These patterns need to be considered 

using a more rigorous framework. After investigating modeling approaches for 

different distributions of outcome variables (Poisson, Poisson with correction for 

overdispersion, and negative binomial) and the nested nature of the data that were 

described in Chapter 3, I applied a multi-level model for continuous outcomes. I first 

fit an unconditional model in order to calculate the intraclass correlation (ICC), or the 

proportion of total variance occurring between schools as opposed to within schools 

(Singer 1998). Table 5.1 presents estimates of the variance components from the 

unconditional model for depression as an outcome. Comparing students within the 

same school accounted for the variation in depression and, therefore, comparing 

different student bodies would not explain more.  

Table 5.1. Variance Components for Depression 
  
 Depression 
Within-school variance 196,198.000 
Between-school variance 2.495 
Intraclass correlation .000 
Note: Model included 3,332 students in 131 schools. 

 
I then fit an unconditional model to calculate the ICC using delinquency as an 

outcome. Table 5.2 presents estimates of the variance components from the 

unconditional model for delinquency as an outcome. Again, comparing students 

within the same school accounted for the variation in delinquency. Comparing 

different student bodies would not add more. Although most variation was explained 
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by comparing students within the same school, I continued with a multi-level model 

based on the theoretical assumption that the sampled students within the same school 

were exposed to a common environment. Model specifications and results are 

presented below. 

Table 5.2. Variance Components for Delinquency 
  
 Delinquency 
Within-school variance 592.580 
Between-school variance 0.006 
Intraclass correlation .000 
Note: Model included 3,332 students in 131 schools. 

 
Aim 1.1: Academic Achievement and Depression 

As a first step, I fit a baseline model adding gender, GPA, and control 

variables, including Wave I depression, grade level, puberty status, age, 

race/ethnicity, parental education, and family structure, to the unconditional model. 

Model 1 indicated that net of the other variables in the model, every one-point 

increase in Wave I depression scores resulted in approximately a half point (.55) 

increase in Wave II depression scores. In alignment with the literature, doing better in 

school was associated with declining depression across waves. For every one-point 

increase in GPA, depression dropped by half a point (-.562). Girls’ depression scores 

were 1.45 points higher than boys. I also reran this model deleting the age variable 

from the covariates due to the strong correlation between age and grade level. 

Additionally, GPA and grade level were centered on the mean to render more 

meaningful interpretations. These changes did not change the substantive results. The 

grade level coefficient changed directions from -.26 to .07 but remained insignificant. 

Because there were no substantial changes, results are not reported in tabular form. 
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Table 5.3. Unstandardized Coefficients from the Regression of Wave II Depression 
and Delinquency on Wave I Variables of Interest  
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

 Depression Depression Delinquency Delinquency 

 b SE b SE b SE b SE 

Mental Health 
Indicators        

Wave I depression  .552*** .015  .547*** .015     

Wave I delinquency      .510*** .022  .508*** .022 

         

Academic 
Performance 

        

Wave I GPA -.562*** .148 -.523** .198 -.032*** .009 -.016 .012 

         

Sociodemographic 
Characteristics         

Female 1.448*** .224 1.432*** .224 -.114*** .014 -.114*** .014 

Grade level -.258 .165 -.244 .165  .020† .010 .019† .010 

Puberty  .051 .123  .044 .123  .021** .008  .021** .008 

African-American
a
  .237 .332  .281 .334 -.046† .021 -.041* .021 

Hispanic-American 1.400*** .351 1.436*** .353 -.034 .022 -.028 .022 

Asian-American 1.895** .621 1.917** .622 -.054 .039 -.051 .039 

Other race/ethnicity  .868** .311  .576 .589  .012 .019  .093 .037 

Family structure  .092† .048  .094 .048 -.000 .003 -.000 .003 

Parent education -.187* .091 -.191* .091  .014* .006  .014* .006 

Age (years) .331* .146 .325* .147 -.031*** .009 -.031*** .009 

         

Interaction Term         

Female X GPA   -.086 .269   -.030† .017 

         

Constant 1.801 1.463 -1.204 2.38  .519 .091  .609 .149 

         

Note:  Model included 3,332 students in 131 schools. 

† p < .10, * p <  .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.  T-values are for a two-tailed test. 
a 
White was the reference category for the race/ethnicity dummy variable.  

 

Given my theoretical interest in the education/mental health gender paradox 

and the previously reported bivariate associations among grades, gender, and 

depression, I added a GPA x gender interaction term to the baseline model. If the 

interaction term was significant, the level of depression for boys and girls would be 
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assumed to differ depending on different levels of GPA (Singer 1998). Table 5.3 

presents the results of these models.  

As presented in Model 2, the GPA x gender interaction term was not 

statistically significant and changed the baseline model described above very little. 

Again, I reran this model with the age variable deleted from the covariates and GPA 

and grade level centered on the mean. There were no substantial changes to Table 5.3 

Model 2. The interaction term remained in the same direction and not significant. I 

then ran the same model using Wave II GPA and a Wave II GPA x gender interaction 

term. The interaction term was in the same direction as Table 5.3 Model 2 but was 

significant at the .05 level. These results indicate the basic relationship is the same 

using Wave I or Wave II GPA. 

These results provided little support for the hypothesis that the effect of 

academic achievement on mental health was weaker for girls. Model 2 indicated that 

GPA at Wave I did not have a differential effect on the change in depression across 

time for boys and girls. While one conclusion drawn from this model may be that the 

link between academic achievement and depression (once prior depression was taken 

into account) was stable between genders, an alternative conclusion is that grades 

have a moderating effect on gender at a particular time rather than cumulatively 

across years. This possibility will also be explored. 

Aim 1.2: Academic Achievement and Delinquency 

The next set of models considered whether this pattern for depression 

extended to delinquency too. I regressed Wave II delinquency on Wave I 

delinquency, adding GPA and gender to the model as well as background variables: 
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grade level, puberty status, age, race/ethnicity, parental education, and family 

structure. Results from Model 1indicated that every one-point increase in delinquent 

activities at Wave I resulted in a half point increase in delinquent activities at Wave 

II. As indicated in the literature on delinquency, students who did better in school at 

Wave I reported slightly lower levels (-.032) of delinquency at Wave II. Additionally, 

girls reported Wave II delinquency scores that were a tenth of a point lower than boys 

(-.114). I also reran this model deleting the age variable from the covariates due to the 

strong correlation between age and grade level. Additionally, GPA and grade level 

were centered on the mean to render more meaningful interpretations. These changes 

did not change the substantive results. The grade level coefficient changed directions 

from .20 to -.01 but remained not significant. Because there were no substantial 

changes, results are not reported in tabular form. 

The next model included the interaction term (GPA x gender). This interaction 

term was not statistically significant. Moreover, the coefficient for gender was no 

longer significant once the interaction term was added to the model. Again, I reran 

this model with the age variable deleted from the covariates and GPA and grade level 

centered on the mean. There were no substantial changes to Table 5.3 Model 4. The 

interaction term remained in the same direction and was not significant. I then ran the 

same model using Wave II GPA and a Wave II GPA x gender interaction term. The 

interaction term was in the same direction as Table 5.3 Model 4 and not significant at 

.05 level.  
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These results indicated that the externalizing hypothesis was not supported 

and revealed no difference between depression and delinquency as outcomes. Based 

on these results, depression will be used as the outcome for remaining analyses. 

Aim 1.3: Developmental Trends 

The developmental hypothesis suggests the earlier timing and more negative 

experiences of puberty for girls has negative academic consequences in earlier grades 

that then gradually decline. Based on this assumption, the gender difference in the 

association between academic achievement and mental health should decrease over 

time. To test this hypothesis, a three-way interaction term among GPA x gender x 

grade level was added to the baseline model. GPA and grade level were centered on 

the mean to render more meaningful interpretations (See Table 5.4). 
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Table 5.4. Unstandardized Coefficients from the Regression of Wave II Depression on 
Wave I Variables of Interest 
 Aim 1.3 Aim 2 

 Depression Depression 
     
 b SE b SE 
Mental Health Indicators     
Wave I depression .547*** .015     .544*** .015 
     
Academic Performance     
Wave I GPA -.524** 0.197     -.487 .199 
     
Sociodemographic Characteristics     
Female 1.451*** 0.225 1.438*** .225 
Grade level -.158 .183     -.174 .183 
Puberty .033 .123     .041 .123 
African-American

a
 .247 .333     .276 .334 

Hispanic-American 1.447*** .353   1.445*** .353 
Asian-American 1.967** .622   1.988** .621   
Other race/ethnicity .591** .590     .622** .590 
Family structure .0968* .048     .095 .048 
Parent education -.187* .091    -.190* .091 
Age (years) .314* .147     .333* .147 
     

Interaction Terms     
Female X GPA -.068 .271  -.064 .271 
Female X grade level -.193 .146  -.190* .146 
GPA X grade level -.126 .140    -.121 .140 
Female X GPA X grade level .402* .194     .400* .194 
     
AIM 2 Variables of Interest     
Attribution — —    -.207† .117 
Constant -1.035 2.382  -.509 2.400 
Note:  Model included 3,332 students in 131 schools. 
† p < .10, * p <  .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.  T-values are for a two-tailed test. 
a
 White was the reference category for the race/ethnicity dummy variable. 

 

After adding the three-way interaction, Wave I depression, being female, and 

GPA remained significant predictors of Wave II depression. The three-way 

interaction term (.402) demonstrated a significant positive association with 

depression. The same remained true after deleting age from the covariates. I also ran 

the same model as Table 5.4 Aim 1.3 replacing the continuous grade level variable 

with a dummy variable for middle school. The three-way interaction term (-1.223) 
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remained significant. That this coefficient changed directions is appropriate given the 

middle school values are the lower values of the continuous grade-level variable.  

To interpret the three-way interaction term, I calculated equations to produce 

different predicted depression scores for girls and boys at different grade levels and 

different levels of GPA. First, an adjusted intercept was calculated by multiplying the 

coefficients for all variables in the equation by the respective variables’ means. These 

values were then summed. Next, the adjusted intercept was added to varied values of 

the interacting variables (GPA used one standard deviation above and below the mean 

as cutoffs, grade level consisted of grade 7, 8, 9, 10, or 11, and gender was coded as 

1, 0) to produce a predicted depression score. I then plotted these predicted values.  
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Figure 5.1. Predicted Depression Score Calculated using Interactions Among GPA, 
Grade Level, and Gender 
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Figure 5.1. indicates that across all grade levels, GPA and depression were 

positively correlated for girls but negatively correlated for boys. Boys received a 

mental health benefit from GPA that girls did not. This pattern was most pronounced 

in high school. For example, the mean Wave II depression score for high performing 

high school boys was 7.53 compared to 9.47 for girls. The two-way interaction in the 

earlier model may not have been significant because the gender difference in the 

academic achievement effect did not reach a large enough magnitude until high 

school years, thus making the three-way interaction significant. 

 I also used the same approach to calculate depression scores for girls and boys 

at different school levels and different levels of GPA. While these predicted values 

demonstrated a more complex pattern, the general trend identified in Figure 5.1 

remained. Boys received a benefit in terms of their well-being from GPA that girls 

did not and again this was most pronounced at the high school level.  
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Figure 5.2. Predicted Depression Score Calculated using Interactions Among GPA, 
School Level, and Gender 

 

In summary, there was a gender difference in the link between grades and 

depression; however, it was a difference in direction more than magnitude. 

Specifically, the association was positive for girls and negative for boys and only 

came out in high school, making high school a period of special interest. These results 

support the hypothesis that girls do get less of a mental health boost from doing well 

in school. However, that this significant association was only found in high school 

was the opposite of what I expected to find based on the literature in this area 

suggesting that girls’ developmental transitions occur earlier and are experienced less 

positively relative to boys. This result should be tested with a larger sample. The next 

section explores why this paradox occurs.  
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 CHAPTER 6: TESTS OF AIM 2 AND AIM 3 

The results in the previous chapter established a basic pattern related to 

gender, academic achievement, and depression. The general pattern was consistent 

with the gender paradox that girls report higher levels of depression despite doing 

better in school than boys. The high school years appeared to be an especially 

interesting period in which to see this phenomenon. In this chapter, I further explored 

this basic pattern, considering why it exists and what its long-term consequences 

might be. 

Aim 2: Information Processing 

The hypothesis for the second aim of this dissertation posited that gender 

differences in attribution or control explain the gender difference in the association 

between academic achievement and depression. To reiterate, the relevant theories 

assert that girls benefit less from academic achievement because they are less likely 

to attribute their success to their own effort and abilities, whereas boys are more 

likely to attribute their academic success to hard work and ability. 

To test this hypothesis, I added a variable measuring attribution (a single 

question: When you get what you want, it’s usually because you worked hard for it) 

to the final model described in Chapter 5. Doing so revealed no evidence supporting 

this hypothesis. Adding the attribution variable to the model did not attenuate the 

three-way interaction term (gender x GPA x grade level) coefficient nor did it become 

non-significant (See Table 5.4 Aim 2.). 
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Table 6.1. Odds Ratios from Logistic Regression of Wave III Four-Year College 
Enrollment/Persistence on Wave I Variables of Interest 

 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
   Girls  Boys 
Sociodemographic 
Characteristics 

    

Female 1.25 1.28* — — 
Grade level 1.70*** 1.70*** 1.10 1.12† 
Puberty  1.03 1.01 0.97 1.02 
African-
American

a
 

1.27 1.39 1.50* 1.17 

Hispanic-
American 

0.67* 0.72 0.93 0.59† 

Asian-American 1.10 1.05 1.21 1.10 
Other 
race/ethnicity 

0.59*** 0.14* 0.66 1.04 

Family structure 0.87*** 0.88*** 0.89*** 0.85*** 
Parent education 1.96*** 1.93*** 1.96*** 2.01*** 
Age (years) 0.62*** 0.65*** — — 
     
GPA/Depression 
Indicators 

    

High GPA/Low 
Depression

 b
 

— 1.88 1.29 4.77* 

Low GPA/Low 
Depression 

— 0.11*** 0.08* 0.18† 

Low GPA/High 
Depression 

— 0.09*** 0.09*** 0.13* 

Other — 2.58 0.34* 0.61 
Note:  Model included 3,332 students in 131 schools. 
† p < .10, * p <  .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.   
a
 White was the reference category for the race/ethnicity dummy variable.  

b 
High GPA/High depression was the reference category. 

 

To test the control theory hypothesis, I ran the same model and added the less 

stable measure of personal control. The results were similar to the attribution model. 

Because these models indicated no support for information processing as an 

explanation for why girls get less from doing well in school than boys, the results of 

the personal control and attribution models will not be presented in tabular form.  

Several reasons might explain why these models produced null results for this 

hypothesis. The first reason is related to how attribution was measured. The measure 

used here couples a positive outcome (getting what one wants comes from working 
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hard) with self-attribution as in the case of persons with a self-defending orientation. 

The survey lacks a negative outcome linked to self-attribution that would assess a 

self-blaming orientation. Moreover, attribution was measured through a single 

question rather than with the multiple questions used in more traditional attribution 

scales. In terms of control theory, again, the survey did not contain questions 

commonly used to assess this theory. Thus, the questions that were used may not 

accurately capture personal control. Additionally, the literature on control theory 

indicates that gender differences may not exist. Finally, reasons other than control or 

attribution theory may explain the differences discovered in Aim 1.3 and will be 

discussed in the next chapter. 

Aim 3: Academic Achievement, Depression, and College Enrollment 

The final aim of this dissertation was to consider what the long-term 

consequences of the education/mental health gender paradox might be. The 

hypothesis for Aim 3 was that the tendency for good grades to be accompanied by 

depression for girls had a suppressor effect for college enrollment and persistence. 

Based on their higher grades, girls would have an even greater advantage in college 

compared to boys if not for girls’ higher rates of depression. To test this hypothesis, I 

used logistic regression with a binary measure of four-year college 

enrollment/persistence as the outcome.  

The same Wave I background variables from the baseline model were 

included as controls (See Table 6.1. Model 3.1). Additionally, the GPA/depression 

categories described in Chapter 3 were included:  

• Low GPA/Low depression  
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• Low GPA/High depression  

• High GPA /Low depression  

• High GPA /High depression  

• Other 
  

High GPA/high depression was the reference category (See Table 6.1. Model 2). 

Controlling for girls’ overrepresentation in this category should indicate girls’ college 

enrollment and persistence would be higher were good grades not coupled with 

depression for this group.  

The odds ratios, which are easier to understand than logistic coefficients, were 

reported as well as predicted probabilities. A significant odds ratio with a value below 

one indicates that the independent variable reduces the odds of the dependent variable 

having a value of one (or college enrollment/persistence). A significant odds ratio 

with a value greater than one indicates an increase in these odds. Subtracting one 

from the odds ratio and then multiplying it by 100 results in the percentage change in 

the odds of enrolling/persisting in a four-year college compared to not 

enrolling/persisting in a four-year college associated with every one-unit change in 

the independent variable.  

Starting with the baseline model, the odds of girls enrolling and persisting in a 

four-year college were 25% higher relative to boys but were not significant, 

indicating there was no association between college enrollment/persistence and 

gender. This model contradicted my hypothesis and the literature in this area. 

Therefore, the dummy variables creating different categories of GPA and depression 

were added to the model to test if there was a suppressor effect. By adding these 
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variables, I expected the gender coefficient to become significant and in the direction 

indicating a female advantage.  

When the GPA/depression categories were introduced to the model with the 

high GPA/high depression category as the reference, the coefficient for gender 

increased enough to become statistically significant. The odds of girls 

enrolling/persisting in a four-year college were 28% higher relative to boys. The 

gender effect became larger when these categories were included, indicating a small 

suppressor effect. This effect is most likely explained because girls are 

overrepresented in the high GPA/high depression category relative to the high 

GPA/low depression category, indicating that the overall academic success of girls 

does not provide an accompanying mental health boost. To confirm this point, I 

calculated and graphed two predicted probabilities for girls’ college enrollment and 

attendance. One included the GPA/depression categories and the other did not. Figure 

6.1 confirms that girls would attend college at an even higher rate were it not for their 

higher levels of depression.  
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Figure 6.1 Predicted Probabilities from Logistic Regression of Wave III Four-Year 
College Enrollment/Persistence Controlling for Depression for Girls 
 

The increase to significance of the female coefficient after adding the 

GPA/depression categories should be interpreted with caution. The overall advantage 

for girls compared to boys was likely accounted for by GPA rather than depression. 

Depression seems to make little difference in college going among the low achievers, 

but it does appear to impede the college going of high achievers. The coefficient for 

the high GPA/low depression category indicated that high-achievers were more likely 

to go to college if they were not depressed compared to depressed high-achievers, but 

this coefficient was not significant, possibly because of sample size.  However, the 

non-significant difference between the high GPA/high depression category and high 

GPA/low depression category was a small effect but enough to push the gender 

coefficient across the threshold to significance.   

I also reran this model rotating the reference category among all four 

GPA/depression categories. These analyses indicated that among the different 
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GPA/depression categories, high GPA categories were significantly different from 

low GPA categories regardless of the level of depression. Specifically, the low 

GPA/high depression category and low GPA/low depression category were 

significantly less likely to enroll and persist in college than the high GPA/low 

depression category. The high GPA/high depression category and the high GPA/low 

depression category were significantly more likely to enroll and persist in college 

compared to the low GPA/high depression category and the low GPA/low depression 

category. These results again indicate that overall advantage for girls compared to 

boys may be accounted for by GPA. 

To further explore the gender differences in the association between academic 

achievement and depression on college going, I ran the model with the 

GPA/depression categories by gender. Table 6.1 Model 3 shows that for girls, being 

in the high GPA/low depression category was not significantly different from the 

reference high GPA/high depression category. The odds ratio indicated this group 

was more likely to go to college but it was not significant. Both of the low 

GPA/depression categories were significant less likely to go to college than the 

reference group. For girls, having low grades seems to stymie college going. For 

boys, all the GPA/depression categories were significantly different from high 

GPA/high depression category and in expected direction. For boys, high achieving 

boys with low depression were significantly more likely to enroll and persist in 

college compared to the reference category. Additionally, the category having low 

grades and high depression was significantly less likely to go to college. Depression 

appears to impede college going for boys.  
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Because high school was identified as a critical period in earlier analyses, this 

period will be isolated in models that include interaction terms between the 

GPA/depression categories and a binary marker of middle school (See Table 6.2. 

Model 1 and Model 2). 

Starting with Model 1 in Table 6.2, the grade level variable was replaced with 

a binary measure for middle school or high school. Controlling for middle school 

made the gender coefficient significant. The odds of girls enrolling and persisting in a 

four-year college were 28% higher relative to boys. Controlling for middle school 

allowed for a cleaner comparison, where middle school students were compared to 

each other and high school students were compared to each other.  

Next, the different categories of GPA and depression were added to the 

model. The results were similar to Model 2 in Table 6.1. The gender gap in college 

enrollment and persistence increased. Again, the coefficient for high GPA/low 

depression indicated that high achievers were more likely to go to college if they were 

not depressed. Because this coefficient was slightly significant, it could suggest 

support for my hypothesis and the literature in this area; however, such conclusions 

should be made with caution.  
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Table 6.2. Odds Ratios from Logistic Regression of Wave III Four-Year College 
Enrollment/Persistence on Wave I Variables of Interest 
    
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
Sociodemographic 
Characteristics 

   

Female 1.28* 1.29* 1.30* 
Middle school 0.58** 0.56*** 0.57** 
Puberty  1.06 1.04 1.04 
African-American

a
 1.25 1.38 1.39 

Hispanic-American 0.67* 0.73 0.73 
Asian-American 1.20 1.15 1.14 
Other race/ethnicity 0.83 0.85* 0.53 
Family structure 0.87*** 0.87*** 0.87*** 
Parent education 1.98*** 1.95*** 1.95*** 
Age (years) 0.84*** 0.86** 0.86** 
    
GPA/Depression Indicators    
High GPA/Low Depression

 b
 — 1.98* 3.19* 

Low GPA/Low Depression — 0.11*** 0.16** 
Low GPA/High Depression — 0.09*** 0.10*** 
Other — 0.38** 0.38** 
    
Interaction Terms    
Middle School x High 
GPA/Low Depression

 b
 

— — 0.47 

Middle School x Low 
GPA/Low Depression 

— — 0.13* 

Middle School x Low 
GPA/High Depression 

— — 0.74 

Middle School x Other — — 2.69 
Note:  Model included 3,332 students in 131 schools. 
† p < .10, * p <  .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.   
a
 White was the reference category for the race/ethnicity dummy 

variable.  
b 
High GPA/High depression was the reference category. 

 
Predicted probabilities for college enrollment and attendance, by school level 

and gender, illustrate a gender effect in high school. This most likely was due to girls’ 

overrepresentation in the high GPA/high depression category (See Figure 6.2.). 

Changing these distributions and having girls move into the better mental health 

groups within each GPA category would further increase the gender gap in college 

enrollment and attendance making girls more advantaged.  
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Figure 6.2 Predicted Probabilities from Logistic Regression of Wave III Four-Year 
College Enrollment/Persistence, by GPA/Depression Category, by Gender for Middle 
School Students 
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Figure 6.3 Predicted Probabilities from Logistic Regression of Wave III Four-Year 
College Enrollment/Persistence, by GPA/Depression Category, by Gender for High 
School Students  
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION 

This dissertation applied the life course framework to understanding gender 

differences in the connection between academic performance and mental health. The 

premise for this study is based on the paradox that girls perform better in school but 

get less of a boost to their well being from their achievement relative to boys. The life 

course perspective focuses both on how different pathways, such as academics and 

mental health, intertwine and the need to study important transitions, such as the 

transition from adolescence to young adulthood. This research addressed this 

transition by considering the consequences of the gender paradox on college 

enrollment and persistence.  

This study pursued three aims: (1) identifying under what circumstances 

gender differences in the association between academic performance and mental 

health exist, including consideration of developmental circumstances and externalized 

markers of mental health, such as delinquency; (2) considering the explanatory 

mechanisms for gender differences in the association between academic performance 

and mental health; and (3) evaluating the impact of this association on postsecondary 

enrollment.  

Academic Performance and Adolescent Mental Health 

Understanding under what conditions academic performance acts as a 

protective factor for depression is important. As Needham, Crosnoe, Muller (2004) 

suggest, it broadens educational research to consider the impact of academic 

consequences beyond its traditional scope. The results of this study demonstrate 

gender differences in the association between academic performance and depression. 
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Results from Aim 1 indicate that academic performance and depression were 

positively correlated for girls and negatively correlated for boys in high school. This 

pattern supports the hypothesis that, for girls, strong academic performance is less of 

a protective factor for depression, particularly for high performing girls in later 

grades.  

However, the timing of when the gender difference was significant was the 

opposite of what I expected to find. I hypothesized the gender difference would be 

significant in the earlier grades based on the research  in this area suggesting that girls 

experience this developmental period less positively than boys (Leadbeter et al. 

1995). Studies offer several factors that may explain why girls and boys experience 

this transition differently. Girls experience puberty earlier and more negatively than 

boys (Davila et al. 2004; Eccles 1999; Ge et al. 2001). Peers and social status also 

gain importance during this development period. For girls, this process often results 

in more self-doubt (Eder 1985 and Kuperminc et al. 1997; Giordano 2003). 

Additionally, as social status becomes more important, parent-child boundaries are 

renegotiated in ways that penalize girls (Barrett and White 2002; McNeely, 

Nonnemaker, and Blum 2002). Because of this strong literature base, the result 

indicating a significant gender difference in the association between academic 

achievement and depression in high school should be tested with a larger sample size.  

These results also emphasize the importance of studying trajectories together 

and longitudinally. Based on the adult literature that shows years of education are 

positively associated with well being (Mirowsky and Ross 2003), understanding the 

nature of these pathways during adolescence provides insight into an association that 
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may have long term impacts on mental health. Additionally, isolating when the 

gender differences in the association between academic performance and well being 

are the most critical allows for identification of specific groups of students for 

possible interventions.  

Mechanisms Explaining the Gender Differences in the Association Between Academic 
Performance and Depression 

The second aim tested if different approaches to information processing 

explained the gender differences in the association between academic performance 

and depression. Briefly, the attribution hypothesis stated that girls get less of a boost 

in well-being from doing well in school because they attribute academic success to 

forces beyond themselves while boys attribute success to their abilities. Results from 

these analyses indicated no support for this hypothesis. Several reasons may explain 

why there were no statistically significant findings for this aim. These reasons will be 

discussed under the limitations of this study.  

Academic Achievement, Depression, and College Enrollment and Persistence 

The life course framework emphasizes studying transitions, such as the 

transition from adolescence to young adulthood. The third aim of this dissertation 

examined the impact of the gender difference in the association between academic 

achievement and depression for an important transition marker, college enrollment 

and persistence. Results from these analyses indicate that girls would have an even 

greater advantage in college enrollment and persistence were their high grades not 

coupled with high depression, particularly in high school. This finding provides 

evidence that post secondary participation is related to gender differences in the 
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association between academic performance and depression in adolescence. By 

considering the connection between these important pathways over time, this study 

suggests how adolescent experiences might shape adult outcomes, such as 

educational attainment.  

In summary, the main contribution of this dissertation is that it establishes that 

adolescent gender differences in depression are driven by high achieving segment of 

student population during high school--because girls in this stage tend to get less of a 

mental health boost from earning good grades across the board. The end result is a 

slight chipping away at the well-documented advantages girls have in postsecondary 

education. 

Implications for Policy 

These results suggest that girls and boys experience school differently. While 

girls appear to perform better in school and attend college at higher rates, they do not 

appear to feel better (Johnson, Crosnoe, Thaden 2006). Likewise boys appear to cope 

well in school but with less academic success. Girls and boys are in trouble and are 

successful in different ways. Finding policy solutions requires a nuanced response to 

these complex gendered experiences of school. For example, school or community 

based interventions aimed at improving academic achievement through overall 

mental health for secondary students might be more successful targeting girls and 

particularly high performing girls in the later high school grades. This approach 

underscores the possibly misguided approaches currently in schools that assert that 

the key to improving academic achievement is to improve the mental health of all 

students (U.S.D.HH.S 2003). Some students, particularly high performing boys need, 
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little mental health assistance, while those in most need of mental health assistance 

are already performing well.  

Boys, while demonstrating better well-being, are in trouble academically 

compared to girls. A growing number of studies show that school might now be 

short-changing boys (Coates and Draves 2006; Sax 2007; Tyre 2008). These studies 

explain that the school system is setup to advantage girls. Classrooms capitalize on 

learning styles that benefit girls, such as rewarding compliance. Additionally, the 

curriculum favors developmental advantages of girls with more emphasis on 

information integration and less emphasis on experiential learning (Sax 2007). As a 

result, boys are less academically engaged and motivated (Eccles et al. 1993; Sax 

2007). An approach ignoring these differences may lead to misguided programs. In 

response, some researchers propose sex segregated programs or classes and revision 

of curriculum to involve more relevancy and experiential learning. One size fits all 

policies will have unintended consequences. The results of this dissertation show that 

the policy recommendations and/or interventions should include careful consideration 

of the gendered experiences and process in  

high school.  

Another area of policy concern is determining why girls get less in terms of 

well-being from doing well in school, especially during high school. While there is 

some evidence in the literature supporting attribution theory as a mechanism, accurate 

measures were not available for appropriately testing it in this context. This theory 

should be explored through further research.  
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Alternatively, the self-blaming dimension of attribution theory may be closely 

related to a useful construct for explaining the situation of high achieving girls: 

perfectionism, specifically maladaptive perfectionism. Maladaptive perfectionism, as 

defined by Rice and colleagues (2007), emphasizes “excessively high standards for 

performance and flawlessness, self-punitive reactions to perceived inadequacies in 

reaching or maintaining expected levels of performance, and social or interpersonal 

experiences that foster or exacerbate self-criticism and characterological despair,” (p. 

139). Additionally, research shows this form of perfectionism to be consistently 

negatively associated with well-being for girls (Chang, Watkins and Banks 2004; 

Hawkins, Watt, and Sinclair 2006). The school environment with an emphasis on 

high performance expectations, order, task completion, and public rewards presents a 

setting that may exacerbate maladaptive perfectionism tendencies in high achieving 

girls (Kottman 2000). It is important for professionals working in school settings to 

understand the consequences of these demands on students, in this context, 

specifically, high achieving girls with relatively high levels of depression. 

Understanding the maladaptive perfectionism may be a mechanism could lead to 

preventions and interventions for depression such as task and time management skills 

thus imposing more control coupled with programs teaching less concern about 

making mistakes (Rice et al 2007).   

Limitations 

The conclusions of this dissertation are tempered by several limitations. The 

first limitation is that the estimations do not account for potential selection bias. For 

instance, schools with high academic press may result in highly competitive school 
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climates. Therefore using random effects modeling may be capturing the fact that 

these adolescents have different unobservable circumstances at school that might 

account for the mental health differences. The use of only random effects ignores 

possible group effects and can lead to biased estimates and inflated reports of 

statistical significance. Future research should estimate models with school fixed 

effects, essentially modeling within-school differences in outcomes (Crosnoe, 

Johnson, and Elder 2004). An additional selection issue is that the modeling in this 

dissertation inadequately addresses the causal effect of academic performance on 

mental health. Other variable may affect both academic performance and mental 

health or mental health may affect academic performance. To further explore 

causation, instrumental variables should be carefully considered, constructed, and 

included. For example, academic engagement or school attachment could be tried as 

instrumental variables. 

Additionally, Aim 2, the analysis exploring the mechanism for explaining the 

gender difference found in the association between academic achievement and mental 

health, was limited due to poor measures of these concepts. Previous research 

examining these mechanisms used multi-dimensional, multi-questioned constructs 

(Bandura 1997; Becker and Luthar 2007; Burhans and Dweck 1995; Buunk and 

Mussweiler 2001; Dweck et al. 1980; Giordano 2003; Jones 2001; Mirowsky and 

Ross 1990; Vispoel and Austin 1995; and Tony 2003). These variables also lacked 

the negative orientation associated with learned helplessness and self-blaming 

orientations in control and attribution theory. Each of these mechanisms should be 

further investigated with more appropriate measures. Additionally, based on the 
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finding that high achieving girls reported the highest level of depression, another 

mechanism that should be explored is maladaptive perfectionism. Because the factors 

underlying the gender difference in this association are complex and difficult to 

capture, this study would have benefited from qualitative data collection and analysis. 

Qualitative data would have allowed for a more in-depth, refined, and nuanced 

exploration of the mechanisms underlying this association than available with the 

current data set. Understanding why boys and girls experience school differently is 

essential to developing tailored policies and programs. 

Aim 3 college-going findings are based on GPA predictors that differ in how 

far removed they are from the young adulthood outcome. For example, the gap for 

Wave I 7
th
 graders is larger than the gap for Wave I 11

th
 graders. There are also 

qualitative differences. Much can occur developmentally and academically in time 

between middle school and high school completion. Another strategy would be to use 

the Adolescent Health and Academic Achievement (AHAA) data. AHAA collected 

high school transcripts for most respondents Wave I respondents during Wave III of 

Add Health and therefore provides accurate and proximate measures of academic 

achievement. However, AHAA does not include transcripts for grade 7 and 8 

students. Given my theoretical interest in the gender differences during this 

developmental time, I chose to include 7
th
 and 8

th
 grade students.  

Finally, these analyses do not consider school-level factors that are important 

in shaping both academic achievement and mental health. Recent educational 

research has documented the importance of the fit between individual characteristics 

and the norms of their primary contexts, one of which is schools (Crosnoe 2002; 
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Crosnoe and Muller 2004; Crosnoe, Muller, and Frank 2004). Considering the overall 

achievement of the school as well as the overall mental health of school, may be 

important school level factors to consider in future analyses. 

In spite of these limitations, this dissertation makes a valuable contribution to 

the research by applying a life course perspective that incorporates two important 

development trajectories that are often studied discretely, academic achievement and 

mental health. This approach furthers our understanding of adolescent development, 

including well-being, in an important social context, schools. It also provides insight 

for school-based interventions aimed at academic achievement, mental health, and the 

connection between the two.   
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